
3. Status Indication:

a. Current Sensor: Integral sensing for single-phase loads up to 20 A
and external solid or split sensing ring for three-phase loads up to
150 A.

b. Current Sensor Range: As required by application.
c. Current Set Point: Fixed or adjustable as required by application.
d. Current Sensor Output:

1) Solid-state, single-pole double-throw contact rated for 30-
V ac and de and for 0.4 A.

2) Solid-state, single-pole double-throw contact rated for 120-
V ac and 1.0 A.

3) Analog, zero- to 5- or 10-V dc.
4) Analog, 4 to 20 mA, loop powered.

4. Relay: Single-pole double-throw, continuous-duty coil; rated for 10-
million mechanical cycles.

5. Enclosure: NEMA 250, Type 1 enclosure.

2.24 ELECTRICAL POWER DEVICES

A. Transformers:

1. Transformer shall be sized for the total connected load, plus an additional
25 percent of connected load.

2. Transformer shall be at least 40 VA.
3. Transformer shall have both primary and secondary fuses.

B. Power-Line Conditioner:

1. General Power-Line Conditioner Requirements:

a. Design to ensure maximum reliability, serviceability and
performance.

b. Overall function of the power-line conditioner is to receive raw,
polluted electrical power and purify it for use by electronic
equipment. The power-line conditioner shall provide isolated,
regulated, transient and noise-free sinusoidal power to loads
served.

2. Standards: NRTL listed per UL 1012.
3. Performance:

a. Single phase, continuous, 100 percent duty rated KVA/KW
capacity. Design to supply power for linear or nonlinear, high crest
factor, resistive and reactive loads.
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b. Automatically regulate output voltage to within 2 percent or better
with input voltage fluctuations of plus 10 to minus 20 percent of
nominal when system is loaded 100 percent. Use Variable Range
Regulation to obtain improved line voltage regulation when
operating under less than full load conditions.
1) At 75 Percent Load: Output voltage automatically regulated

to within 3 percent with input voltage fluctuations of plus
10 to minus 35 percent of nominal.

2) At 50 Percent Load: Output voltage automatically regulated
to within 3 percent with input voltage fluctuations of plus
10 to minus 40 percent of nominal.

3) At 25 Percent Load: Output voltage automatically regulated
to within 3 percent with input voltage fluctuations of plus
10 to minus 45 percent of nominal.

c. With input voltage distortion of up to 40 percent, limit the output
voltage sine wave to a maximum harmonic content of 5 percent.

d. Automatically regulate output voltage to within 2.5 percent when
load (resistive) changes from zero percent to 100 percent to zero
percent.

e. Output voltage returns to 95 percent of nominal level within two
cycles and to 100 percent within three cycles when the output is
taken from no load to full resistive load or vice-versa. Recovery
from partial resistive load changes is corrected in a shorter period
of time.

f. K Factor: 30, designed to operate with nonlinear, non-sinusoidal,
high crest factor loads without overheating.

g. Input power factor within 0.95 approaching unity with load power
factor as poor as 0.6.

h. Attenuate load-generated odd current harmonics 23 dB at the input.
i. Electrically isolate the primary from the secondary. Meet isolation

criteria as defined in NFPA 70, Article 250-5D.
j. Lighting and Surge Protection: Compares to UL 1449 rating of

330 V when subjected to Category B3 (6000 V/3000 A)
combination waveform as established by IEEE C62.41.

k. Common-mode noise attenuation of 140 dB.
1. Transverse-mode noise attenuation of 120 dB.
m. With loss of input power for up to 16.6 ms, the output sine wave

remains at usable ac voltage levels.
n. Reliability of 200,000 hours' MTBF.
o. At full load, when measured at 1-m distance, audible noise is not to

exceed 54 dB.
p. Approximately 92 percent efficient at full load.

4. Transformer Construction:
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a. Ferroresonant, dry type, convection cooled, 600V class.
Transformer windings of Class H (220 deg C) insulated copper.

b. Use a Class H installation system throughout with operating
temperatures not to exceed 150 deg C over a 40-deg C ambient
temperature.

c. Configure transformer primary for multi-input voltage. Include
input terminals for source conductors and ground.

d. Manufacture transformer core using M-6 grade, grain-oriented,
stress-relieved transformer steel.

e. Configure transformer secondary in a 240/120-V split with a 208-
V tap or straight 120 V, depending on power output size.

f. Electrically isolate the transformer secondary windings from the
primary windings. Bond neutral conductor to cabinet enclosure and
output neutral terminal.

g. Include interface terminals for output power hot, neutral and
ground conductors.

h. Label leads, wires and terminals to correspond with circuit wiring
diagram.

i. Vacuum impregnate transformer with epoxy resin.

5. Cabinet Construction:

a. Design for panel or floor mounting.
b. NEMA 250, Type 1, general-purpose, indoor enclosure.
c. Manufacture the cabinet from heavy gauge steel complying with

UL 50.
d. Include a textured baked-on paint finish.

C. Transient Voltage Suppression and High-Frequency Noise Filter Unit:

1. The maximum continuous operating voltage shall be at least 125 percent.
2. The operating frequency range shall be 47 to 63 Hz.
3. Protection modes according to NEMA LS-1.
4. The rated single-pulse surge current capacity, for each mode of protection,

shall be no less than the following:

a. Line to Neutral: 45,000 A.
b. Neutral to Ground: 45,000 A.
c. Line to Ground: 45,000 A.
d. Per Phase: 90,000 A.

5. Clamping voltages shall be in compliance with test and evaluation
procedures defined in NEMA LS-1. Maximum clamping voltage shall be
as follows:

a. Line to Neutral: 360 V.
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b. Line to Ground: 360 V.
c. Neutral to Ground: 360 V.

6. Electromagnetic interference and RF interference noise rejection or
attenuation values shall comply with test and evaluation procedures
defined in NEMA LS-1.

a. Line to Neutral:
1) 100 kHz: 42 dB.
2) 1 MHz: 25 dB.
3) 10 MHz: 21 dB.
4) 100 MHz: 36 dB.

b. Line to Ground:
1) 100 kHz: 16 dB.
2) 1 MHz: 55 dB.
3) 10 MHz: 81 dB.
4) 100 MHz: 80 dB.

7. Unit shall have LED status indicator that extinguishes to indicate a failure.
8. Unit shall be listed by an NRTL as a transient voltage surge suppressor per

UL 1449, and as an electromagnetic interference filter per UL 1283.
9. Unit shall not generate any appreciable magnetic field.
10. Unit shall not generate an audible noise.

D. DC Power Supply:

1. Plug-in style suitable for mating with a standard eight-pin octal socket.
Include the power supply with a mating mounting socket.

2. Enclose circuitry in a housing.
3. Include both line and load regulation to ensure a stable output. To protect

both the power supply and the load, power supply shall have an automatic
current limiting circuit.

4. Performance:

a. Output voltage nominally 25-V de within 5 percent.
b. Output current up to 100 mA.
c. Input voltage nominally 120-V ac, 60 Hz.
d. Load regulation within 0.5 percent from zero- to 100-mA load.
e. Line regulation within 0.5 percent at a 100-mA load for a 10

percent line change.
f. Stability within 0.1 percent of rated volts for 24 hours after a 20-

minute warmup.

2.25 UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) UNITS

A. 250 through 1000 VA:
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1. UPS units shall provide continuous, regulated output power without using
their batteries during brown-out, surge, and spike conditions.

2. Load served shall not exceed 75 percent of UPS rated capacity, including
power factor of connected loads.

a. Larger-capacity units shall be provided for systems with larger
connected loads.

b. UPS shall provide five minutes of battery power.

3. Performance:

a. Input Voltage: Single phase, 120- or 230-V ac, compatible with
field power source.

b. Load Power Factor Range (Crest Factor): 0.65 to 1.0.
c. Output Voltage: 101- to 132-V ac, while input voltage varies

between 89 and 152-V ac.
d. On Battery Output Voltage: Sine wave.
e. Inverter overload capacity shall be minimum 150 percent for 30

seconds.
f. Recharge time shall be a maximum of six hours to 90 percent

capacity after full discharge to cutoff.
g. Transfer Time: 6 ms.
h. Surge Voltage Withstand Capacity: IEEE C62.41, Categories A

and B; 6 kV/200 and 500 A; 100-kHz ringwave.

4. UPS shall be automatic during fault or overload conditions.
5. Unit with integral line-interactive, power condition topology to eliminate

all power contaminants.
6. Include front panel with power switch and visual indication of power,

battery, fault and temperature.
7. Unit shall include an audible alarm of faults and front panel silence

feature.
8. Unit with four NEMA WD 1, NEMA WD 6 Configuration 5-15R

receptacles.
9. UPS shall include dry contacts (digital output points) for low battery

condition and battery-on (primary utility power failure) and connect the
points to the DDC system.

10. Batteries shall be sealed lead-acid type and be maintenance free. Battery
replacement shall be front accessible by user without dropping load.

11. Include tower models installed in ventilated cabinets to the particular
installation location.

B. 1000 through 3000 VA:

1. UPS units shall provide continuous, regulated output power without using
their batteries during brown-out, surge, and spike conditions.
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2. Load served shall not exceed 75 percent of UPS rated capacity, including
power factor of connected loads.

a. Larger-capacity units, or multiple units, shall be provided for
systems with larger connected loads.

b. UPS shall provide 10 minutes of battery power.

3. Performance:

a. Input Voltage: Single phase, 120-V ac, plus 20 to minus 30
percent.

b. Power Factor: Minimum 0.97 at full load.
c. Output Voltage: Single phase, 120-V ac, within 3 percent, steady

state with rated output current of 10.0 A, 30.0-A peak.
d. Inverter overload capacity shall be minimum 150 percent for 30

seconds.
e. Recharge time shall be a maximum of eight hours to 90 percent

capacity.

4. UPS bypass shall be automatic during fault or overload conditions.

5. UPS shall include dry contacts (digital output points) for low battery
condition and battery-on (primary utility power failure) and connect the
points to the DDC system.

6. Batteries shall be sealed lead-acid type and be maintenance free.

7. Include tower models installed in ventilated cabinets or rack models
installed on matching racks, as applicable to the particular installation
location and space availability/configuration.

2.26 PIPING AND TUBING

A. Pneumatic, and Pressure Instrument Signal Air, Tubing and Piping:

1. Products in this paragraph are intended for use with the following:

a. Main air and signal air to pneumatically controlled instruments,
actuators and other control devices and accessories.

b. Signal air between pressure instruments, such as sensors, switches,
transmitters, controllers and accessories.

2. Copper Tubing:

a. Seamless phosphor deoxidized copper, soft annealed or drawn
tempered, with chemical and physical properties according to
ASTM B 75.
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b. Performance, dimensions, weight and tolerance according to
ASTM B 280.

c. Diameter, as required by application, not less than nominal 0.25
inch (6 mm).

d. Wall thickness, as required by the application, but not less than
0.030 inch (0.8 mm).

3. Copper Tubing Connectors and Fittings:

a. Brass, compression type.
b. Brass, solder-joint type.

4. Galvanized-Steel Piping:

a. Galvanized pipe shall be ASTM A 53/A 53M, Schedule 40.
b. Fittings, galvanized malleable iron, ASME B16.3, Class 150.

5. Polyethylene Tubing:

a. Fire-resistant black virgin polyethylene according to
ASTM D 1248, Type 1, Class C and Grade 5.

b. Tubing shall comply with stress crack test according to
ASTM D 1693.

c. Diameter, as required by application, of not less than nominal 0.25
inch (6 mm).

6. Polyethylene Tubing Connectors and Fittings:

a. Brass, barbered fittings.
b. Brass, compression type.

B. Process Tubing:

1. Products in this paragraph are intended for signals to instruments
connected to liquid and steam systems.

2. Copper Tubing:

a. Seamless phosphor deoxidized copper, soft annealed or drawn
tempered with chemical and physical properties according to
ASTM B 75.

b. Performance, dimensions, weight and tolerance according to
ASTM B 280.

c. Diameter, as required by application, of not less than nominal 0.25
inch (6 mm).

d. Wall thickness, as required by application, but not less than 0.030
inch (0.8 mm).
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3. Copper Tubing Connectors and Fittings:

a. Brass, compression type.
b. Brass, solder-joint type.

4. Stainless-Steel Tubing:

a. Seamless Type 316 stainless steel, Grade TP, cold drawn, annealed
and pickled, free from scale.

b. Chemical and physical properties according to ASTM A 269.
c. Diameter, as required by application, of not less than nominal 0.25

inch (6 mm).
d. Wall thickness, as required by application, but not less than 0.035

inch (0.9 mm).
e. Furnish stainless-steel tubing in 20-foot (6-mm) straight random

lengths.

5. Stainless-Steel Tubing Connectors and Fittings:

a. Connectors and fittings shall be stainless steel, with stainless-steel
collets, flareless type.

b. Connect instruments to tubing with connectors having compression
connector on one end and IPS or NPT thread on other end.

2.27 CONTROL WIRE AND CABLE

A. Wire: Single conductor control wiring above 24 V.

1. Wire size shall be at least No. 16 AWG.
2. Conductor shall be 7/24 soft annealed copper strand with 2- to 2.5-inch (50-

to 65-mm) lay.
3. Conductor insulation shall be 600 V, Type THWN or Type THHN, and 90

deg C according to UL 83.
4. Conductor colors shall be black (hot), white (neutral), and green (ground).
5. Furnish wire on spools.

B. Single Twisted Shielded Instrumentation Cable above 24 V:

1. Wire size shall be a minimum No. 20 AWG.
2. Conductors shall be a twisted, 7/24 soft annealed copper strand with a 2- to

2.5-inch (50- to 65-mm) lay.
3. Conductor insulation shall have a Type THHN/THWN or Type TFN

rating.
4. Shielding shall be 100 percent type, 0.35/0.5-mil aluminum/Mylar tape,

helically applied with 25 percent overlap, and aluminum side in with
tinned copper drain wire.
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5. Outer jacket insulation shall have a 600-V, 90-deg C rating and shall be
Type TC cable.

6. For twisted pair, conductor colors shall be black and white. For twisted
triad, conductor colors shall be black, red and white.

7. Furnish wire on spools.

C. Single Twisted Shielded Instrumentation Cable 24 V and Less:

1. Wire size shall be a minimum No. 18 AWG.
2. Conductors shall be a twisted, 7/24 soft annealed copper stranding with a

2- to 2.5-inch (50- to 65-mm) lay.
3. Conductor insulation shall have a nominal 15-mil thickness, constructed

from flame-retardant PVC.
4. Shielding shall be 100 percent type, 1.35-mil aluminum/polymer tape,

helically applied with 25 percent overlap, and aluminum side in with
tinned copper drain wire.

5. Outer jacket insulation shall have a 300-V, 105-deg C rating and shall be
Type PLTC cable.

6. For twisted pair, conductor colors shall be black and white. For twisted
triad, conductor colors shall be black, red and white.

7. Furnish wire on spools.

D. LAN and Communication Cable: Comply with DDC system manufacturer
requirements for network being installed.

1. Cable shall be plenum rated.
2. Cable shall comply with NFPA 70.
3. Cable shall have a unique color that is different from other cables used on

Project.
4. Copper Cable for Ethernet Network:

a. 1000BASE-T or 1000BASE-TX.
b. TIA/EIA 586, Category 6.
c. Minimum No. 24 AWG solid.
d. Shielded Twisted Pair (STP) or Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP).
e. Thermoplastic insulated conductors, enclosed in a thermoplastic

outer jacket, Class CMP as plenum rated.

2.28 RACEWAYS FOR CONTROL WIRING, CABLING, AND TUBING

A. Metal Conduits, Tubing, and Fittings:

1. Listing and Labeling: Metal conduits, tubing, and fittings shall be listed
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, by a qualified testing agency, and
marked for intended location and application.

2. GRC: Comply with NEMA ANSI C80.1 and UL 6.
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3. ARC: Comply with NEMA ANSI C80.5 and UL 6A.
4. IMC: Comply with NEMA ANSI C80.6 and UL 1242.
5. PVC-Coated Steel Conduit: PVC-coated rigid steel conduit.

a. Comply with NEMA RN 1.
b. Coating Thickness: 0.040 inch (1 mm), minimum.

6. EMT: Comply with NEMA ANSI C80.3 and UL 797.
7. FMC: Comply with UL 1; zinc-coated steel or aluminum.
8. LFMC: Flexible steel conduit with PVC jacket and complying with

UL 360.
9. Fittings for Metal Conduit: Comply with NEMA ANSI FB 1 and

UL 514B.

a. Conduit Fittings for Hazardous (Classified) Locations: Comply
with UL 1203 and NFPA 70.

b. Fittings for EMT:
1) Material: Steel or die cast.
2) Type: Setscrew or compression.

c. Expansion Fittings: PVC or steel to match conduit type, complying
with UL 651, rated for environmental conditions where installed,
and including flexible external bonding jumper.

d. Coating for Fittings for PVC-Coated Conduit: Minimum thickness
of 0.040 inch (1 mm), with overlapping sleeves protecting threaded
joints.

10. Joint Compound for IMC, GRC, or ARC: Approved, as defined in
NFPA 70, by authorities having jurisdiction for use in conduit assemblies,
and compounded for use to lubricate and protect threaded conduit joints
from corrosion and to enhance their conductivity.

B. Nonmetallic Conduits, Tubing, and Fittings:

1. Listing and Labeling: Nonmetallic conduits, tubing, and fittings shall be
listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, by a qualified testing agency,
and marked for intended location and application.

2. ENT: Comply with NEMA TC 13 and UL 1653.
3. RNC: Type EPC-40-PVC, complying with NEMA TC 2 and UL 651

unless otherwise indicated.
4. LFNC: Comply with UL 1660.
5. Rigid HDPE: Comply with UL 651A.
6. Continuous HDPE: Comply with UL 651A.
7. Coilable HDPE: Preassembled with conductors or cables, and complying

with ASTM D 3485.
8. RTRC: Comply with UL 2515A and NEMA TC 14.
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9. Fittings for ENT and RNC: Comply with NEMA TC 3; match to conduit
or tubing type and material.

10. Fittings for LFNC: Comply with UL 514B.
11. Solvent cements and adhesive primers shall have a VOC content of 510

and 550 g/L or less.
12. Solvent cements and adhesive primers shall comply with the testing and

product requirements of the California Department of Public Health's
(formerly, the California Department of Health Services') "Standard
Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical
Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers."

C. Metal Wireways and Auxiliary Gutters:

1. Description: Sheet metal, complying with UL 870 and NEMA 250, unless
otherwise indicated, and sized according to NFPA 70.

a. Metal wireways installed outdoors shall be listed and labeled as
defined in NFPA 70, by a qualified testing agency, and marked for
intended location and application.

2. Fittings and Accessories: Include covers, couplings, offsets, elbows,
expansion joints, adapters, hold-down straps, end caps, and other fittings
to match and mate with wireways as required for complete system.

3. Wireway Covers: Hinged type unless otherwise indicated.
4. Finish: Manufacturer's standard enamel finish.

D. Surface Metal Raceways: Galvanized steel with snap-on covers complying with
UL 5. Manufacturer's standard enamel finish in color as selected by Architect.

2.29 CONTROL POWER WIRING AND RACEWAYS

A. Comply with requirements in Division 26 for electrical power conductors and
cables.

B. Comply with requirements in Division 26 for electrical power raceways and
boxes.

2.30 FIBER-OPTIC CABLE, CONNECTORS, AND RACEWAY

A. Cables:

1. Performance Requirements:

a. Fiber: Multimode graded index. Core/cladding size shall be either
62.5/125 or 100/140 micrometers.

b. Numerical Aperture:
1) 62.5/125 Micrometer Fiber: 0.275 plus or minus 0.015.
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2) 100/140 Micrometer Fiber: 0.29 plus or minus 0.015.
c. Maximum Attenuation:

1) 850 nm: 6.0 dB/km.
2) 1300 nm: 5.0 dB/km.

d. Minimum Bandwidth Dispersion: 300 Mhz-km at 850 nm.
e. Core/Cladding Index Difference: 0.3 percent plus or minus 0.05

percent, measured using refractive rear field measurement
procedure.

f. Color-code finished fibers for easy identification.
g. Splice Loss: Fibers shall be spliced together to form a longer fiber

using a commercially available fiber splicing machine
recommended by cable manufacturer. Maximum loss per fiber
splice shall be 0.20 dB.

h. Connection: Fibers shall be connected using fiber-optic connectors.
Nominal connector loss shall not be greater than 1 dB.

i. Fiber-optic cable shall be suitable for use with 100Base-FX or
100Base-SX standard (as applicable) as defined in IEEE 802.3.

2. Mechanical and Environmental Requirements:

a. Tensile Strength: Fiber cable shall withstand a minimum tensile
strength of 2700 N with maximum elongation of less than 0.5
percent.

b. Bending Radius: Minimum static bending radius for cable shall be
10 times outside diameter for non-armored cables and 20 times
outside diameter for armored cables. Non-armored cables shall
withstand being flexed at minimum static bending radius plus or
minus 90 degrees for at least 20 cycles at 20 to 40 cycles per
minute at 20 deg C. Armored cables shall withstand being flexed at
minimum static bending radius plus or minus 90 degrees for at
least 10 cycles at 20 to 40 cycles per minute at 20 deg C.

c. Vibration: Cable shall withstand a vibration test with vibration
amplitude of 5 mm and frequency of 10 cycles per second for at
least five hours.

d. Twist: Cable shall withstand twisting of 360 degrees over a length
of 2 m for at least 10 cycles at 10 cycles per minute.

e. Temperature: Cable shall withstand the following temperatures:
1) Installation: Minus 30 to 70 deg C.
2) Operation: Minus 40 to 70 deg C.
3) Storage/Shipping: Minus 40 to 70 deg C.

f. Lifetime: Average lifetime of a 2-km, 12-fiber cable shall be at
least 20 years when installed in a natural ambient environment.
End of useful life shall be reached if failing to comply with
requirements indicated or a spontaneous catastrophic fiber failure.
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g. Crush Resistance: Cable shall withstand a compressive force of
705 N/cm for armored cables and 600 N/cm for non-armored
cables. There shall be no attenuation increase after force is
removed.

3. Cable Structure:

a. Number of Fibers: Supply the required number of fibers in each
cable for DDC system indicated, plus not less than 50 percent
spare. Cable structure shall have fibers grouped for easy handling.

b. Strength Members: Include cable with strength members to satisfy
mechanical and environmental conditions indicated.

c. Cable Core: Core shall consist of stranded buffer tubes around a
central member of appropriate geometric size and shall be filled
and bound to maintain core integrity. A fibrous strength member
may be stranded around core to provide necessary strength for
cable.

d. Cable Jacket: Protect cable by an extruded-polyethylene jacket.
e. Cable Armor: For cables requiring extra mechanical protection,

one or two layers of galvanized corrugated steel tape coated by an
anticorrosive compound shall be either helically or longitudinally
applied over standard outer jacket. Apply a second outer jacket of
polyethylene over coated steel tape. Thickness of sheaths and
jackets are not specified as long as mechanical and environmental
conditions are satisfied.

f. Cable Installation: Cables shall be suitable for a semiprotected
outdoor installation.

4. Packaging and Shipping:

a. Seal both ends of each length of cable.
b. Test individual fibers in each cable before shipping to verify

compliance with Specifications.

B. Connectors:

1. Performance Requirements:

a. Type: Fiber-optic connectors shall be either Type ST or
Type SMA. Use either connector type exclusively. No
substitutions are allowed.

b. Insertion Loss: Connector shall have an insertion loss of not
greater than 1 dB.

c. Coupling Tolerance: Connector shall withstand at least 500
couplings with insertion loss within 0.25-dB tolerance limit.

d. Mechanical Requirements:
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1) Connector shall enclose outermost coating of single fiber
cable and be able to be mated or unmated without using a
tool.

2) Mount connector rigidly in a metal frame.
3) Connector shall allow a semiskilled person to properly

install connector to a single fiber easily in a field
environment with simple tools.

C. Splice Organizer Cabinet:

1. Minimum Capacity: Each splice organizer shall accommodate number of
connectors required for DDC system indicated, plus 100 percent spare.

2. Mounting: Wall mount the splice organizer cabinet.

D. Raceways:

1. Mechanical and Performance Requirements:

a. Construction: Nonmetallic, flexible raceway system manufactured
specifically for routing fiber-optic cables.

b. Suitable for use in return-air plenums, air-handling rooms, above
ceilings and under access floors.

c. Exhibit low smoke generation and flame-spread characteristics,
and have high-temperature service tolerance.

d. Size raceway according to NFPA 70 requirements for
communications cables.

e. Tensile Strength at Yield: 10,800 psi.
f. Elongation at Break: 25 percent.

E. Cable Identification:

1. Labeling product shall be self-laminating cable marker.
2. Cable labeling shall include numeric designation, source, destination, and

cable type.

2.31 ACCESSORIES

A. Pneumatic Pressure Gages:

1. Pressure gages shall a 1.5-inch- (38-mm-) diameter face for pressures up
through 30 psig (207 kPa) and 2.5-inch- (65-mm-) diameter face for greater
pressures.

2. Include separate gages for branch pressure and main pressure lines.
3. White dial face with black printing.
4. Include 1-psig (6.9-kPa) increment for scale ranges through 30 psig (207

kPa) and 2-psig (13.8-kPa) increment for larger ranges.
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5. Accuracy: Within 1 percent of full-scale range.

B. Pressure Electric Switches:

1. Diaphragm-operated snap acting switch.
2. Set point adjustable from 3 to 20 psig (21 to 138 kPa).
3. Differential adjustable from 2 to 6 psig (14 to 41 kPa).
4. Rated for resistance loads at 120-V ac.
5. Body and switch housing shall be metal.

C. Damper Blade Limit Switches:

1. Sense positive open and/or closed position of the damper blades.
2. NEMA 250, Type 13, oil-tight construction.
3. Arrange for the mounting application.
4. Additional waterproof enclosure when required by its environment.
5. Arrange to prevent "over-center" operation.

D. I/P and E/P Transducers:

1. Commercial Grade:

a. The transducer shall convert an AO signal to a stepped pneumatic
signal. Unless otherwise required by the operating sequence, use a
3- to 15-psig (21- to 103-kPa) pneumatic signal for pneumatic
actuation.

b. Construct the entire assembly so that shock and vibration will
neither harm the transducer nor affect its accuracy.

c. Transducer shall have auto/manual output switch, manual output
control and an output pressure gage.

d. Accuracy: Within 1.0 percent of the output span.
e. Linearity: Within 0.5 percent of the output span.
f. Output Capacity: Not less than 550 scim at 15 psig (103 kPa).
g. Transducer shall have separate zero and span calibration

adjustments.
h. The transducer shall withstand up to 40 psig (276 kPa) of supply

pressure without damage.
i. For use on only modulating pneumatic outputs that are associated

with terminal units, including fan-coil units, VAV units, unit
heaters.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 EXAMINATION

A. Examine substrates and conditions for compliance with requirements for
installation tolerances and other conditions affecting performance of the Work.

1. Verify compatibility with and suitability of substrates.

B. Examine roughing-in for products to verify actual locations of connections before
installation.

1. Examine roughing-in for instruments installed in piping to verify actual
locations of connections before installation.

2. Examine roughing-in for instruments installed in duct systems to verify
actual locations of connections before installation.

C. Examine walls, floors, roofs, and ceilings for suitable conditions where product
will be installed.

D. Prepare written report, endorsed by Installer, listing conditions detrimental to
performance of the Work.

E. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.2 DDC SYSTEM INTERFACE WITH OTHER SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Communication Interface to Equipment with Integral Controls:

1. DDC system shall have communication interface with equipment having
integral controls and having a communication interface for remote
monitoring or control.

B. Communication Interface to Other Building Systems:

1. DDC system shall have a communication interface with systems having a
communication interface.

3.3 GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

A. Install products to satisfy more stringent of all requirements indicated.

B. Install products level, plumb, parallel, and perpendicular with building
construction.

C. Support products, tubing, piping wiring and raceways. Brace products to prevent
lateral movement and sway or a break in attachment.
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D. If codes and referenced standards are more stringent than requirements indicated,
comply with requirements in codes and referenced standards.

E. Fabricate openings and install sleeves in ceilings, floors, roof, and walls required
by installation of products. Before proceeding with drilling, punching, and
cutting, check for concealed work to avoid damage. Patch, flash, grout, seal, and
refinish openings to match adjacent condition.

F. Firestop penetrations made in fire-rated assemblies shall form a UL rated
assembly.

G. Seal penetrations made in acoustically rated assemblies. Comply with
requirements in Division 07.

H. Fastening Hardware:

1. Stillson wrenches, pliers, and other tools that damage surfaces of rods,
nuts, and other parts are prohibited for work of assembling and tightening
fasteners.

2. Tighten bolts and nuts firmly and uniformly. Do not overstress threads by
excessive force or by oversized wrenches.

3. Lubricate threads of bolts, nuts and screws with graphite and oil before
assembly.

I. If product locations are not indicated, install products in locations that are
accessible and that will permit service and maintenance from floor, equipment
platforms, or catwalks without removal of permanently installed furniture and
equipment.

J. Corrosive Environments:

1. Avoid or limit use of materials in corrosive airstreams and environments,
including, but not limited to, the following:

a. Laboratory exhaust-air streams.
b. Process exhaust-air streams.

2. When conduit is in contact with a corrosive airstream and environment,
use Type 316 stainless-steel conduit and fittings or conduit and fittings
that are coated with a corrosive-resistant coating that is suitable for
environment. Comply with requirements for installation of raceways and
boxes specified in Section 26 05 33 "Raceways and Boxes for Electrical
Systems."

3. Where instruments are located in a corrosive airstream and are not
corrosive resistant from manufacturer, field install products in
NEMA 250, Type 4X enclosure constructed of Type 316L stainless steel.
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3.4 OPERATOR WORKSTATION INSTALLATION

A. Desktop Operator Workstations Installation:

1. Install operator workstation(s) at location(s) directed by Owner.
2. Install multiple-receptacle power strip with cord for use in connecting

multiple workstation components to a single duplex electrical power
receptacle.

3. Install software on workstation(s) and verify software functions properly.
4. Develop Project-specific graphics, trends, reports, logs and historical

database.
5. Power each workstation through a dedicated UPS unit. Locate UPS

adjacent to workstation.

B. Portable Operator Workstations Installation:

1. Turn over portable operator workstations to Owner at Substantial
Completion.

2. Install software on workstation(s) and verify software functions properly.
3. Color Graphics Application:
4. Use system schematics indicated as starting point to create graphics.
5. Develop Project-specific library of symbols for representing system

equipment and products.
6. Incorporate digital images of Project-completed installation into graphics

where beneficial to enhance effect.
7. Submit sketch of graphic layout with description of all text for each

graphic for Owner's and Architect's review before creating graphic using
graphics software.

8. Seek Owner input in graphics development once using graphics software.
9. Final editing shall be done on-site with Owner's and Architect's review

and feedback.
10. Refine graphics as necessary for Owner acceptance.
11. On receiving Owner acceptance, print a hard copy for inclusion in

operation and maintenance manual. Prepare a scanned copy PDF file of
each graphic and include with softcopy of DDC system operation and
maintenance manual.

C. Wall-Mounted Portable Operator's Workstation Cabinet Installation:

1. Install wall-mounted portable operator's workstation cabinet(s) at
location(s) indicated on Drawings.

2. Install wall-mounted portable operator's workstation cabinet(s) at
following location(s) and at locations directed by Owner:

a. Each mechanical room.
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3. Connect each cabinet to 120-V, single-phase, 60Hz field power source,
and install single gang electrical box with NEMA WD 6, Type 20R duplex
receptacle and metal cover plate in cabinet. Comply with requirements in
Section 26 27 26 "Wiring Devices."

4. Connect each cabinet to Ethernet network and install an Ethernet network
port for connection to portable operator workstation Ethernet cable.

3.5 POT INSTALLATION

A. Install two portable operator terminal(s).

B. Turn over POTs to Owner at Substantial Completion.

C. Install software on each POT and verify that software functions properly.

3.6 SERVER INSTALLATION

A. Install one server(s) at location(s) directed by Owner.

B. Install number of servers required to suit requirements indicated. Review Project
requirements and indicate layout of proposed location in Shop Drawings.

C. Install software indicated on server(s) and verify that software functions properly.

D. Develop Project-specific graphics, trends, reports, logs, and historical database.

E. Power servers through dedicated UPS unit. Locate UPS adjacent to server.

3.7 PRINTER INSTALLATION

A. Provide the following printer(s) at location(s) directed by Owner:

1. Color Laser: Quantity, one per desktop workstation.

B. Install printer software on workstations and verify that software functions
properly.

3.8 GATEWAY INSTALLATION

A. Install gateways if required for DDC system communication interface
requirements indicated.

1. Install gateway(s) required to suit indicated requirements.

B. Test gateway to verify that communication interface functions properly.
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3.9 ROUTER INSTALLATION

A. Install routers if required for DDC system communication interface requirements
indicated.

1. Install router(s) required to suit indicated requirements.

B. Test router to verify that communication interface functions properly.

3.10 CONTROLLER INSTALLATION

A. Install controllers in enclosures to comply with indicated requirements.

B. Connect controllers to field power supply.

C. Install controller with latest version of applicable software and configure to
execute requirements indicated.

D. Test and adjust controllers to verify operation of connected I/O to achieve
performance indicated requirements while executing sequences of operation.

E. Installation of Network Controllers:

1. Quantity and location of network controllers shall be determined by DDC
system manufacturer to satisfy requirements indicated.

2. Install controllers in a protected location that is easily accessible by
operators.

3. Top of controller shall be within 72 inches (1800 mm) of finished floor.

F. Installation of Programmable Application Controllers:

1. Quantity and location of programmable application controllers shall be
determined by DDC system manufacturer to satisfy requirements
indicated.

2. Install controllers in a protected location that is easily accessible by
operators.

3. Top of controller shall be within 72 inches (1800 mm) of finished floor.

G. Application-Specific Controllers:

1. Quantity and location of application-specific controllers shall be
determined by DDC system manufacturer to satisfy requirements
indicated.

2. For controllers not mounted directly on equipment being controlled, install
controllers in a protected location that is easily accessible by operators.
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3.11 INSTALLAION OF WIRELESS ROUTERS FOR OPERATOR INTERFACE

A. Install wireless routers to achieve optimum performance and best possible
coverage.

B. Mount wireless routers in a protected location that is within 60 inches (1500 mm)
of floor and easily accessible by operators.

C. Connect wireless routers to field power supply and to UPS units if network
controllers are powered through UPS units.

D. Install wireless router with latest version of applicable software and configure
wireless router with WPA2 security and password protection. Create access
password with not less than 12 characters consisting of letters and numbers and at
least one special character. Document password in operations and maintenance
manuals for reference by operators.

E. Test and adjust wireless routers for proper operation with portable workstation
and other wireless devices intended for use by operators.

3.12 ENCLOSURES INSTALLATION

A. Install the following items in enclosures, to comply with indicated requirements:

1. Gateways.
2. Routers.
3. Controllers.
4. Electrical power devices.
5. UPS units.
6. Relays.
7. Accessories.
8. Instruments.
9. Actuators

B. Attach wall-mounted enclosures to wall using the following types of steel struts:

1. For NEMA 250, Type 1 Enclosures: Use painted steel corrosion-resistant-
coated steel strut and hardware.

2. For NEMA 250, Type 4X Enclosures and Enclosures Located Outdoors:
Use stainless-steel strut and hardware.

3. Install plastic caps on exposed cut edges of strut.

C. Align top or bottom of adjacent enclosures of like size.

D. Install floor-mounted enclosures located in mechanical equipment rooms on
concrete housekeeping pads. Attach enclosure legs using galvanized- or stainless-
steel anchors.
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E. Install continuous and fully accessible wireways to connect conduit, wire, and
cable to multiple adjacent enclosures. Wireway used for application shall have
protection equal to NEMA 250 rating of connected enclosures.

3.13 ELECTRIC POWER CONNECTIONS

A. Connect electrical power to DDC system products requiring electrical power
connections.

B. Design of electrical power to products not indicated with electric power is
delegated to DDC system provider and installing trade. Work shall comply with
NFPA 70 and other requirements indicated.

C. Comply with requirements in Section 26 28 16 "Enclosed Switches and Circuit
Breakers" for electrical power circuit breakers.

D. Comply with requirements in Division 26 for electrical power conductors, cables,
raceways and boxes.

3.14 IDENTIFICATION

A. Identify system components, wiring, cabling, and terminals. Comply with
requirements in Section 26 05 53 "Identification for Electrical Systems" for
identification products and installation.

B. Install engraved phenolic nameplate with unique identification on face for each of
the following:

1. Operator workstation.
2. Server.
3. Printer.
4. Gateway.
5. Router.
6. Protocol analyzer.
7. DDC controller.
8. Enclosure.
9. Electrical power device.
10. UPS unit.
11. Accessory.

C. Install engraved phenolic nameplate with unique instrument identification on face
of each instrument connected to a DDC controller.

D. Install engraved phenolic nameplate with identification on face of each control
damper and valve actuator connected to a DDC controller.
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E. Where product is installed above accessible tile ceiling, also install matching
engraved phenolic nameplate with identification on face of ceiling grid located
directly below.

F. Where product is installed above an inaccessible ceiling, also install engraved
phenolic nameplate with identification on face of access door directly below.

G. Warning Labels:

1. Shall be permanently attached to equipment that can be automatically
started by DDC control system.

2. Shall be located in highly visible location near power service entry points.

3.15 NETWORK NAMING AND NUMBERING

A. Coordinate with Owner and provide unique naming and addressing for networks
and devices.

B. ASHRAE 135 Networks:

1. MAC Address:

a. Every network device shall have an assigned and documented
MAC address unique to its network.

b. Ethernet Networks: Document MAC address assigned at its
creation.

c. ARCNET or MS/TP networks: Assign from 00 to 64.

2. Network Numbering:

a. Assign unique numbers to each new network.
b. Provide ability for changing network number through device

switches or operator interface.
c. DDC system, with all possible connected LANs, can contain up to

65,534 unique networks.

3. Device Object Identifier Property Number:

a. Assign unique device object identifier property numbers or device
instances for each device network.

b. Provide for future modification of device instance number by
device switches or operator interface.

c. LAN shall support up to 4,194,302 unique devices.

4. Device Object Name Property Text:
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a. Device object name property field shall support 32 minimum
printable characters.

b. Assign unique device "Object Name" property names with plain-
English descriptive names for each device.
1) Example 1: Device object name for device controlling

boiler plant at Building 1000 would be "HW System
B1000."

2) Example 2: Device object name for a VAV terminal unit
controller could be "VAV unit 102".

5. Object Name Property Text for Other Than Device Objects:

a. Object name property field shall support 32 minimum printable
characters.

b. Assign object name properties with plain-English names
descriptive of application.
1) Example 1: "Zone 1 Temperature."
2) Example 2 "Fan Start and Stop."

6. Object Identifier Property Number for Other Than Device Objects:

a. Assign object identifier property numbers according to Drawings
or tables indicated.

b. If not indicated, object identifier property numbers may be
assigned at Installer's discretion but must be approved by Owner in
advance, be documented and be unique for like object types within
device.

3.16 CONTROL WIRE, CABLE AND RACEWAYS INSTALLATION

A. Comply with NECA 1.

B. Comply with TIA 568-C.1.

C. Wiring Method: Install cables in raceways and cable trays except in accessible
ceiling spaces and in gypsum board partitions where unenclosed wiring method
may be used. Conceal raceway and cables except in unfinished spaces.

1. Install plenum cable in environmental air spaces, including plenum
ceilings.

2. Comply with requirements for cable trays, raceways and boxes specified
in Division.

D. Wiring Method: Conceal conductors and cables in accessible ceilings, walls, and
floors where possible.
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E. Field Wiring within Enclosures: Bundle, lace, and train conductors to terminal
points with no excess and without exceeding manufacturer's limitations on
bending radii. Install lacing bars and distribution spools.

F. Conduit Installation:

1. Install conduit expansion joints where conduit runs exceed 200 feet (60 m),
and conduit crosses building expansion joints.

2. Coordinate conduit routing with other trades to avoid conflicts with ducts,
pipes and equipment and service clearance.

3. Maintain at least 3-inch (75-mm) separation where conduits run axially
above or below ducts and pipes.

4. Limit above-grade conduit runs to 100 feet (30 m) without pull or junction
box.

5. Do not install raceways or electrical items on any "explosion-relief" walls,
or rotating equipment.

6. Do not fasten conduits onto the bottom side of a metal deck roof.
7. Flexible conduit is permitted only where flexibility and vibration control is

required.
8. Limit flexible conduit to 3 feet (1 m) long.
9. Conduit shall be continuous from outlet to outlet, from outlet to

enclosures, pull and junction boxes, and shall be secured to boxes in such
manner that each system shall be electrically continuous throughout.

10. Direct bury conduits underground or install in concrete-encased duct bank
where indicated.

a. Use rigid, nonmetallic, Schedule 80 PVC.
b. Provide a burial depth according to NFPA 70, but not less than 24

inches (600 mm).

11. Secure threaded conduit entering an instrument enclosure, cabinet, box,
and trough, with a locknut on outside and inside, such that conduit system
is electrically continuous throughout. Provide a metal bushing on inside
with insulated throats. Locknuts shall be the type designed to bite into the
metal or, on inside of enclosure, shall have a grounding wedge lug under
locknut.

12. Conduit box-type connectors for conduit entering enclosures shall have an
insulated throat.

13. Connect conduit entering enclosures in wet locations with box-type
connectors or with watertight sealing locknuts or other fittings.

14. Offset conduits where entering surface-mounted equipment.
15. Seal conduit runs used by sealing fittings to prevent the circulation of air

for the following:

a. Conduit extending from interior to exterior of building.
b. Conduit extending into pressurized duct and equipment.
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c. Conduit extending into pressurized zones that are automatically
controlled to maintain different pressure set points.

G. Wire and Cable Installation:

1. Cables serving a common system may be grouped in a common raceway.
Install control wiring and cable in separate raceway from power wiring.
Do not group conductors from different systems or different voltages.

2. Install cables with protective sheathing that is waterproof and capable of
withstanding continuous temperatures of 90 deg C with no measurable
effect on physical and electrical properties of cable.

a. Provide shielding to prevent interference and distortion from
adjacent cables and equipment.

3. Install lacing bars to restrain cables, to prevent straining connections, and
to prevent bending cables to smaller radii than minimums recommended
by manufacturer.

4. Bundle, lace, and train conductors to terminal points without exceeding
manufacturer's limitations on bending radii, but not less than radii
specified in BICSI ITSIMM, "Cabling Termination Practices" Chapter.
Install lacing bars and distribution spools.

5. UTP Cable Installation:

a. Comply with TIA 568-C.2.
b. Do not untwist UTP cables more than 1/2 inch (12 mm) from the

point of termination, to maintain cable geometry.

6. Installation of Cable Routed Exposed under Raised Floors:

a. Install plenum-rated cable only.
b. Install cabling after the flooring system has been installed in raised

floor areas.
c. Coil cable 6 feet (1.8 m) long not less than 12 inches (300 mm) in

diameter below each feed point.

7. Identify each wire on each end and at each terminal with a number-coded
identification tag. Each wire shall have a unique tag.

8. Provide strain relief.
9. Terminate wiring in a junction box.

a. Clamp cable over jacket in junction box.
b. Individual conductors in the stripped section of the cable shall be

slack between the clamping point and terminal block.
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10. Terminate field wiring and cable not directly connected to instruments and
control devices having integral wiring terminals using terminal blocks.

11. Install signal transmission components according to IEEE C2, REA
Form 511a, NFPA 70, and as indicated.

12. Keep runs short. Allow extra length for connecting to terminal boards. Do
not bend flexible coaxial cables in a radius less than 10 times the cable
OD. Use sleeves or grommets to protect cables from vibration at points
where they pass around sharp corners and through penetrations.

13. Ground wire shall be copper and grounding methods shall comply with
IEEE C2. Demonstrate ground resistance.

14. Wire and cable shall be continuous from terminal to terminal without
splices.

15. Use insulated spade lugs for wire and cable connection to screw terminals.
16. Use shielded cable to transmitters.
17. Use shielded cable to temperature sensors.
18. Perform continuity and meager testing on wire and cable after installation.
19. Do not install bruised, kinked, scored, deformed, or abraded wire and

cable. Remove and discard wire and cable if damaged during installation,
and replace it with new cable.

20. Cold-Weather Installation: Bring cable to room temperature before
dereeling. Heat lamps shall not be used for heating.

21. Pulling Cable: Comply with BICSI ITSIM, Ch. 4, "Pulling Cable."
Monitor cable pull tensions.

22. Protection from Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI): Provide installation
free of (EMI). As a minimum, comply with the following requirements:

a. Comply with BICSI TDMM and TIA 569-C for separating
unshielded cable from potential EMI sources, including electrical
power lines and equipment.

b. Separation between open cables or cables in nonmetallic raceways
and unshielded power conductors and electrical equipment shall be
as follows:
1) Electrical Equipment Rating Less Than 2 kVA: A

minimum of 5 inches (127 mm).
2) Electrical Equipment Rating between 2 and 5 kVA: A

minimum of 12 inches (300 mm).
3) Electrical Equipment Rating More Than 5 kVA: A

minimum of 24 inches (610 mm).
c. Separation between cables in grounded metallic raceways and

unshielded power lines or electrical equipment shall be as follows:
1) Electrical Equipment Rating Less Than 2 kVA: A

minimum of 2-1/2 inches (64 mm).
2) Electrical Equipment Rating between 2 and 5 kVA: A

minimum of 6 inches (150 mm).
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3) Electrical Equipment Rating More Than 5 kVA: A
minimum of 12 inches (300 mm).

d. Separation between cables in grounded metallic raceways and
power lines and electrical equipment located in grounded metallic
conduits or enclosures shall be as follows:
1) Electrical Equipment Rating Less Than 2 kVA: No

requirement.
2) Electrical Equipment Rating between 2 and 5 kVA: A

minimum of 3 inches (76 mm).
3) Electrical Equipment Rating More Than 5 kVA: A

minimum of 6 inches (150 mm).
e. Separation between Cables and Electrical Motors and

Transformers, 5 kVA or 5 HP and Larger: A minimum of 48 inches
(1200 mm).

f. Separation between Cables and Fluorescent Fixtures: A minimum
of 5 inches (127 mm).

3.17 FIBER-OPTIC CABLE SYSTEM INSTALLATION

A. Comply with TIA 568-C.3, except where requirements indicated are more
stringent.

B. Raceway Installation:

1. Install continuous raceway for routing fiber-optic cables.
2. Install raceways continuously between pull boxes and junction boxes.

Raceways shall enter and be secured to enclosures.
3. Make bends in raceway usmg large-radius preformed ells. Field bending

shall be according to NFPA 70 minimum radii requirements. Use only
equipment specifically designed for material and size involved.

4. Install no more than the equivalent of two 90-degree bends in any pathway
run. Support within 12 inches (300 mm) of changes in direction. Use long
radius elbows for all fiber-optic cables.

5. Entire raceway shall be complete and raceway interior cleaned before
installation of fiber-optic cables.

6. Securely fasten raceway to building structure using clamps and clips
designed for purpose.

7. Install nylon or polyethylene pulling line in raceways. Clearly label as
"pulling line," indicating source and destination.

C. Fiber-Optic Cable Installation:

1. Route cables as efficiently as possible, minimizing amount of cable
required.

2. Continuously lubricate cables during pulling-in process.
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3. Do not exceed maximum pulling tensions provided by cable manufacturer.
Monitor cable pulling tension with a mechanical tension meter.

4. Arrange cables passing through pull boxes to obtain maximum clearance
among cables within box.

5. As cables emerge from intermediate point pull boxes, coil cable in a figure
eight pattern with loops not less than 24 inches (600 mm) in diameter.

6. Terminate fiber-optic cables in a fiber-optic splice organizer cabinet,
unless connected equipment can accept fiber-optic cables directly.
Terminate cables with connectors.

7. Install and connect appropriate opto-electronic equipment and fiber
jumper cables between opto-electronic equipment and fiber-optic cable
system to DDC system fiber-optic cable system. Verify interface
compatibility.

D. Cable and Raceway Identification:

1. Label cables at both ends. Labels shall be typed, not handwritten.
2. Mark raceways at each pull box indicating the type and number of cables

within.

3.18 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Testing Agency: Engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and
inspections.

B. Manufacturer's Field Service: Engage a factory-authorized service representative
to test and inspect components, assemblies, and installations, including
connections.

C. Perform the following tests and inspections:

1. Perform each visual and mechanical inspection and electrical test stated in
NETA Acceptance Testing Specification. Certify compliance with test
parameters.

2. Test and adjust controls and safeties. Replace damaged and
malfunctioning controls and equipment.

D. Testing:

1. Perform preinstallation, in-progress, and final tests, supplemented by
additional tests, as necessary.

2. Preinstallation Cable Verification: Verify integrity and serviceability for
new cable lengths before installation. This assurance may be provided by
using vendor verification documents, testing, or other methods. As a
minimum, furnish evidence of verification for cable attenuation and
bandwidth parameters.
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3. In-Progress Testing: Perform standard tests for correct pair identification
and termination during installation to ensure proper installation and cable
placement. Perform tests in addition to those specified if there is any
reason to question condition of material furnished and installed. Testing
accomplished is to be documented by agency conducting tests. Submit test
results for Project record.

4. Final Testing: Perform final test of installed system to demonstrate
acceptability as installed. Testing shall be performed according to a test
plan supplied by DDC system manufacturer. Defective Work or material
shall be corrected and retested. As a minimum, final testing for cable
system, including spare cable, shall verify conformance of attenuation,
length, and bandwidth parameters with performance indicated.

5. Test Equipment: Use a fiber-optic time domain reflectometer for testing of
length and optical connectivity.

6. Test Results: Record test results and submit copy of test results for Project
record.

3.19 DDC SYSTEM I/O CHECKOUT PROCEDURES

A. Check installed products before continuity tests, leak tests and calibration.

B. Check instruments for proper location and accessibility.

C. Check instruments for proper installation on direction of flow, elevation,
orientation, insertion depth, or other applicable considerations that will impact
performance.

D. Check instrument tubing for proper isolation, fittings, slope, dirt legs, drains,
material and support.

E. For pneumatic products, verify that air supply for each product is properly
installed.

F. Control Damper Checkout:

1. Verify that control dampers are installed correctly for flow direction.
2. Verify that proper blade alignment, either parallel or opposed, has been

provided.
3. Verify that damper frame attachment is properly secured and sealed.
4. Verify that damper actuator and linkage attachment is secure.
5. Verify that actuator wiring is complete, enclosed and connected to correct

power source.
6. Verify that damper blade travel is unobstructed.

G. Control Valve Checkout:
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1. Verify that control valves are installed correctly for flow direction.
2. Verify that valve body attachment is properly secured and sealed.
3. Verify that valve actuator and linkage attachment is secure.
4. Verify that actuator wiring is complete, enclosed and connected to corect

power source.
5. Verify that valve ball, disc or plug travel is unobstructed.
6. After piping systems have been tested and put into service, but before

insulating and balancing, inspect each valve for leaks. Adjust or replace
packing to stop leaks. Replace the valve if leaks persist.

H. Instrument Checkout:

1. Verify that instrument is correctly installed for location, orientation,
direction and operating clearances.

2. Verify that attachment is properly secured and sealed.
3. Verify that conduit connections are properly secured and sealed.
4. Verify that wiring is properly labeled with unique identification, correct

type and size and is securely attached to proper terminals.
5. Inspect instrument tag against approved submittal.
6. For instruments with tubing connections, verify that tubing attachment is

secure and isolation valves have been provided.
7. For flow instruments, verify that recommended upstream and downstream

distances have been maintained.
8. For temperature instruments:

a. Verify sensing element type and proper material.
b. Verify length and insertion.

3.20 DDC SYSTEM I/O ADJUSTMENT, CALIBRATION AND TESTING:

A. Calibrate each instrument installed that is not factory calibrated and provided with
calibration documentation.

B. Provide a written description of proposed field procedures and equipment for
calibrating each type of instrument. Submit procedures before calibration and
adjustment.

C. For each analog instrument, make a three-point test of calibration for both
linearity and accuracy.

D. Equipment and procedures used for calibration shall comply with instrument
manufacturer's written instructions.

E. Provide diagnostic and test equipment for calibration and adjustment.
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F. Field instruments and equipment used to test and calibrate installed instruments
shall have accuracy at least twice the instrument accuracy being calibrated. An
installed instrument with an accuracy of 1 percent shall be checked by an
instrument with an accuracy of 0.5 percent.

G. Calibrate each instrument according to instrument instruction manual supplied by
manufacturer.

H. If after calibration indicated performance cannot be achieved, replace out-of-
tolerance instruments.

I. Comply with field testing requirements and procedures indicated by ASHRAE's
Guideline 11, "Field Testing of HVAC Control Components," in the absence of
specific requirements, and to supplement requirements indicated.

J. Analog Signals:

1. Check analog voltage signals using a precision voltage meter at zero, 50,
and 100 percent.

2. Check analog current signals using a precision current meter at zero, 50,
and 100 percent.

3. Check resistance signals for temperature sensors at zero, 50, and 100
percent of operating span using a precision-resistant source.

K. Digital Signals:

1. Check digital signals using a jumper wire.
2. Check digital signals using an ohmmeter to test for contact making or

breaking.

L. Control Dampers:

1. Stroke and adjust control dampers following manufacturer's recommended
procedure, from 100 percent open to 100 percent closed and back to 100
percent open.

2. Stroke control dampers with pilot positioners. Adjust damper and
positioner following manufacturer's recommended procedure, so damper
is 100 percent closed, 50 percent closed and 100 percent open at proper air
pressure.

3. Check and document open and close cycle times for applications with a
cycle time less than 30 seconds.

4. For control dampers equipped with positive position indication, check
feedback signal at multiple positions to confirm proper position indication.

M. Control Valves:
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1. Stroke and adjust control valves following manufacturer's recommended
procedure, from 100 percent open to 100 percent closed and back to 100
percent open.

2. Stroke control valves with pilot positioners. Adjust valve and positioner
following manufacturer's recommended procedure, so valve is 100 percent
closed, 50 percent closed and 100 percent open at proper air pressures.

3. Check and document open and close cycle times for applications with a
cycle time less than 30 seconds.

4. For control valves equipped with positive position indication, check
feedback signal at multiple positions to confirm proper position indication.

N. Meters: Check sensors at zero, 50, and 100 percent of Project design values.

O. Sensors: Check sensors at zero, 50, and 100 percent of Project design values.

P. Switches: Calibrate switches to make or break contact at set points indicated.

Q. Transmitters:

1. Check and calibrate transmitters at zero, 50, and 100 percent of Project
design values.

2. Calibrate resistance temperature transmitters at zero, 50, and 100 percent
of span using a precision-resistant source.

3.21 DDC SYSTEM CONTROLLER CHECKOUT

A. Verify power supply.

1. Verify voltage, phase and hertz.
2. Verify that protection from power surges is installed and functioning.
3. Verify that ground fault protection is installed.
4. If applicable, verify if connected to UPS unit.
5. If applicable, verify if connected to a backup power source.
6. If applicable, verify that power conditioning units, transient voltage

suppression and high-frequency noise filter units are installed.

B. Verify that wire and cabling is properly secured to terminals and labeled with
unique identification.

C. Verify that spare I/O capacity is provided.

3.22 DDC CONTROLLER I/O CONTOL LOOP TESTS

A. Testing:
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1. Test every I/O point connected to DDC controller to verify that safety and
operating control set points are as indicated and as required to operate
controlled system safely and at optimum performance.

2. Test every I/O point throughout its full operating range.
3. Test every control loop to verify operation is stable and accurate.
4. Adjust control loop proportional, integral and derivative settings to

achieve optimum performance while complying with performance
requirements indicated. Document testing of each control loop's precision
and stability via trend logs.

5. Test and adjust every control loop for proper operation according to
sequence of operation.

6. Test software and hardware interlocks for proper operation. Correct
deficiencies.

7. Operate each analog point at the following:

a. Upper quarter of range.
b. Lower quarter of range.
c. At midpoint of range.

8. Exercise each binary point.
9. For every I/O point in DDC system, read and record each value at operator

workstation, at DDC controller and at field instrument simultaneously.
Value displayed at operator workstation, at DDC controller and at field
instrument shall match.

10. Prepare and submit a report documenting results for each I/O point in
DDC system and include in each I/O point a description of corrective
measures and adjustments made to achieve desire results.

3.23 DDC SYSTEM VALIDATION TESTS

A. Perform validation tests before requesting final review of system. Before
beginning testing, first submit Pretest Checklist and Test Plan.

B. After approval of Test Plan, execute all tests and procedures indicated in plan.

C. After testing is complete, submit completed test checklist.

D. Pretest Checklist: Submit the following list with items checked off once verified:

1. Detailed explanation for any items that are not completed or verified.
2. Required mechanical installation work is successfully completed and

HVAC equipment is working correctly.
3. HVAC equipment motors operate below full-load amperage ratings.
4. Required DDC system components, wiring, and accessories are installed.
5. Installed DDC system architecture matches approved Drawings.
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6. Control electric power circuits operate at proper voltage and are free from
faults.

7. Required surge protection is installed.
8. DDC system network communications function properly, including

uploading and downloading programming changes.
9. Using BACnet protocol analyzer, verify that communications are error

free.
10. Each controller's programming is backed up.
11. Equipment, products, tubing, wiring cable and conduits are properly

labeled.
12. All I/O points are programmed into controllers.
13. Testing, adjusting and balancing work affecting controls is complete.
14. Dampers and actuators zero and span adjustments are set properly.
15. Each control damper and actuator goes to failed position on loss of power.
16. Valves and actuators zero and span adjustments are set properly.
17. Each control valve and actuator goes to failed position on loss of power.
18. Meter, sensor and transmitter readings are accurate and calibrated.
19. Control loops are tuned for smooth and stable operation.
20. View trend data where applicable.
21. Each controller works properly in standalone mode.
22. Safety controls and devices function properly.
23. Interfaces with fire-alarm system function properly.
24. Electrical interlocks function properly.
25. Operator workstations and other interfaces are delivered, all system and

database software is installed, and graphic are created.
26. Record Drawings are completed.

E. Test Plan:

1. Prepare and submit a validation test plan including test procedures for
performance validation tests.

2. Test plan shall address all specified functions of DDC system and
sequences of operation.

3. Explain detailed actions and expected results to demonstrate compliance
with requirements indicated.

4. Explain method for simulating necessary conditions of operation used to
demonstrate performance.

5. Include a test checklist to be used to check and initial that each test has
been successfully completed.

6. Submit test plan documentation 10 business days before start of tests.

F. Validation Test:

1. Verify operating performance of each I/O point in DDC system.

a. Verify analog I/O points at operating value.
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b. Make adjustments to out-of-tolerance I/O points.
1) Identify I/O points for future reference.
2) Simulate abnormal conditions to demonstrate proper

function of safety devices.
3) Replace instruments and controllers that cannot maintain

performance indicated after adjustments.

2. Simulate conditions to demonstrate proper sequence of control.
3. Readjust settings to design values and observe ability of DDC system to

establish desired conditions.
4. After 24 Hours following Initial Validation Test:

a. Re-check I/O points that required corrections during initial test.
b. Identify I/O points that still require additional correction and make

corrections necessary to achieve desired results.

5. After 24 Hours of Second Validation Test:

a. Re-check I/O points that required corrections during second test.
b. Continue validation testing until I/O point is normal on two

consecutive tests.

6. Completely check out, calibrate, and test all connected hardware and
software to ensure that DDC system performs according to requirements
indicated.

7. After validation testing is complete, prepare and submit a report indicating
all I/O points that required correction and how many validation re-tests it
took to pass. Identify adjustments made for each test and indicate
instruments that were replaced.

G. DDC System Response Time Test:

1. Simulate HLC.

a. Heavy load shall be an occurrence of 50 percent of total connected
binary COV, one-half of which represent an "alarm" condition, and
50 percent of total connected analog COV, one-half of which
represent an "alarm" condition, that are initiated simultaneously on
a one-time basis.

2. Initiate 10 successive occurrences of HLC and measure response time to
typical alarms and status changes.

3. Measure with a timer having at least 0.1-second resolution and 0.01
percent accuracy.

4. Purpose of test is to demonstrate DDC system, as follows:
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a. Reaction to COV and alarm conditions during HLC.
b. Ability to update DDC system database during HLC.

5. Passing test is contingent on the following:

a. Alarm reporting at printer beginning no more than two seconds
after the initiation (time zero) of HLC.

b. All alarms, both binary and analog, are reported and printed; none
are lost.

c. Compliance with response times specified.

6. Prepare and submit a report documenting HLC tested and results of test
including time stamp and print out of all alarms.

H. DDC System Network Bandwidth Test:

1. Test network bandwidth usage on all DDC system networks to
demonstrate bandwidth usage under DDC system normal operating
conditions and under simulated HLC.

2. To pass, none of DDC system networks shall use more than 70 percent of
available bandwidth under normal and HLC operation.

3.24 DDC SYSTEM WIRELESS NETWORK VERIFICATION

A. DDC system Installer shall design wireless DDC system networks to comply with
performance requirements indicated.

B. Installer shall verify wireless network performance through field testing and shall
document results in a field test report.

C. Testing and verification of all wireless devices shall include, but not be limited to,
the following:

1. Speed.
2. Online status.
3. Signal strength.

3.25 FINAL REVIEW

A. Submit written request to Architect when DDC system is ready for final review.
Written request shall state the following:

1. DDC system has been thoroughly inspected for compliance with contract
documents and found to be in full compliance.

2. DDC system has been calibrated, adjusted and tested and found to comply
with requirements of operational stability, accuracy, speed and other
performance requirements indicated.
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3. DDC system monitoring and control of HVAC systems results in
operation according to sequences of operation indicated.

4. DDC system is complete and ready for final review.

B. Review by Architect shall be made after receipt of written request. A field report
shall be issued to document observations and deficiencies.

C. Take prompt action to remedy deficiencies indicated in field report and submit a
second written request when all deficiencies have been corrected. Repeat process
until no deficiencies are reported.

D. Should more than two reviews be required, DDC system manufacturer and
Installer shall compensate entity performing review for total costs, labor and
expenses, associated with third and subsequent reviews. Estimated cost of each
review shall be submitted and approved by DDC system manufacturer and
Installer before making the review.

E. Prepare and submit closeout submittals when no deficiencies are reported.

F. A part of DDC system final review shall include a demonstration to parties
participating in final review.

1. Provide staff familiar with DDC system installed to demonstrate operation
of DDC system during final review.

2. Provide testing equipment to demonstrate accuracy and other performance
requirements of DDC system that is requested by reviewers during final
review.

3. Demonstration shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

a. Accuracy and calibration of 10 I/O points randomly selected by
reviewers. If review finds that some I/O points are not properly
calibrated and not satisfying performance requirements indicated,
additional I/O points may be selected by reviewers until total I/O
points being reviewed that satisfy requirements equals quantity
indicated.

b. HVAC equipment and system hardwired and software safeties and
life-safety functions are operating according to sequence of
operation. Up to 10 I/O points shall be randomly selected by
reviewers. Additional I/O points may be selected by reviewers to
discover problems with operation.

c. Correct sequence of operation after electrical power interruption
and resumption after electrical power is restored for randomly
selected HVAC systems.

d. Operation of randomly selected dampers and valves in normal-on,
normal-off and failed positions.
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e. Reporting of alarm conditions for randomly selected alarms,
including different classes of alarms, to ensure that alarms are
properly received by operators and operator workstations.

f. Trends, summaries, logs and reports set-up for Project.
g. For up to three HVAC systems randomly selected by reviewers,

use graph trends to show that sequence of operation is executed in
correct manner and that HVAC systems operate properly through
complete sequence of operation including different modes of
operations indicated. Show that control loops are stable and
operating at set points and respond to changes in set point of 20
percent or more.

h. Software's ability to communicate with controllers, operator
workstations, uploading and downloading of control programs.

i. Software's ability to edit control programs off-line.
j. Data entry to show Project-specific customizing capability

including parameter changes.
k. Step through penetration tree, display all graphics, demonstrate

dynamic update, and direct access to graphics.
1. Execution of digital and analog commands in graphic mode.
m. Spreadsheet and curve plot software and its integration with

database.
n. Online user guide and help functions.
o. Multitasking by showing different operations occurring

simultaneously on four quadrants of split screen.
p. System speed of response compared to requirements indicated.
q. For Each Network and Programmable Application Controller:

1) Memory: Programmed data, parameters, trend and alarm
history collected during normal operation is not lost during
power failure.

2) Operator Interface: Ability to connect directly to each type
of digital controller with a portable operator workstation
and PDA. Show that maintenance personnel interface tools
perform as indicated in manufacturer's technical literature.

3) Standalone Ability: Demonstrate that controllers provide
stable and reliable standalone operation using default
values or other method for values normally read over
network.

4) Electric Power: Ability to disconnect any controller safely
from its power source.

5) Wiring Labels: Match control drawings.
6) Network Communication: Ability to locate a controller's

location on network and communication architecture
matches Shop Drawings.

7) Nameplates and Tags: Accurate and permanently attached
to control panel doors, instrument, actuators and devices.
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r. For Each Operator Workstation:
1) I/O points lists agree with naming conventions.
2) Graphics are complete.
3) UPS unit, if applicable, operates.

s. Communications and Interoperability: Demonstrate proper
interoperability of data sharing, alarm and event management,
trending, scheduling, and device and network management. Use
ASHRAE 135 protocol analyzer to help identify devices, view
network traffic, and verify interoperability. Requirements must be
met even if only one manufacturer's equipment is installed.
1) Data Presentation: On each operator workstation,

demonstrate graphic display capabilities.
2) Reading of Any Property: Demonstrate ability to read and

display any used readable object property of any device on
network.

3) Set Point and Parameter Modifications: Show ability to
modify set points and tuning parameters indicated.

4) Peer-to-Peer Data Exchange: Network devices are installed
and configured to perform without need for operator
intervention to implement Project sequence of operation
and to share global data.

5) Alarm and Event Management: Alarms and events are
installed and prioritized according to Owner. Demonstrate
that time delays and other logic are set up to avoid nuisance
tripping. Show that operators with sufficient privileges are
permitted.

6) Schedule Lists: Schedules are configured for start and stop,
mode change, occupant overrides, and night setback as
defined in sequence of operations.

7) Schedule Display and Modification: Ability to display any
schedule with start and stop times for calendar year. Show
that all calendar entries and schedules are modifiable from
any connected operator workstation by an operator with
sufficient privilege.

8) Archival Storage of Data: Data archiving is handled by
operator workstation and server and local trend archiving
and display is accomplished.

9) Modification of Trend Log Object Parameters: Operator
with sufficient privilege can change logged data points,
sampling rate, and trend duration.

10) Device and Network Management:
a) Display of network device status.
b) Display of BACnet Object Information.
c) Silencing devices transmitting erroneous data.
d) Time synchronization.
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e) Remote device re-initialization.
f) Backup and restore network device programming

and master database(s).
g) Configuration management of routers.

3.26 EXTENDED OPERATION TEST

A. Extended operation test is intended to simulate normal operation of DDC system
by Owner.

B. Operate DDC system for an operating period of 14 consecutive calendar days
following Substantial Completion. Coordinate exact start date of testing with
Owner.

C. Provide an operator familiar with DDC system installed to man an operator
workstation while on-site during eight hours of each normal business day
occurring during operating period.

D. During operating period, DDC system shall demonstrate correct operation and
accuracy of monitored and controlled points as well as operation capabilities of
sequences, logs, trends, reports, specialized control algorithms, diagnostics, and
other software indicated.

1. Correct defects of hardware and software when it occurs.

E. Definition of Failures and Downtime during Operating Period:

1. Failed I/O point constituting downtime is an I/O point failing to perform
its intended function consistently and a point physically failed due to
hardware and software.

2. Downtime is when any I/O point in DDC system is unable to fulfill its'
required function.

3. Downtime shall be calculated as elapsed time between a detected point
failure as confirmed by an operator and time point is restored to service.

4. Maximum time interval allowed between DDC system detection of failure
occurrence and operator confirmation shall be 0.5 hours.

5. Downtime shall be logged in hours to nearest 0.1 hour.
6. Power outages shall not count as downtime, but shall suspend test hours

unless systems are provided with UPS and served through a backup power
source.

7. Hardware or software failures caused by power outages shall count as
downtime.

F. During operating period, log downtime and operational problems are encountered.

1. Identify source of problem.
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2. Provide written description of corrective action taken.
3. Record duration of downtime.
4. Maintain log showing the following:

a. Time of occurrence.
b. Description of each occurrence and pertinent written comments for

reviewer to understand scope and extent of occurrence.
c. Downtime for each failed I/O point.
d. Running total of downtime and total time of I/O point after each

problem has been restored.

5. Log shall be available to Owner for review at any time.

G. For DDC system to pass extended operation test, total downtime shall not exceed
1 percent of total point-hours during operating period.

1. Failure to comply with minimum requirements of passing at end of
operating period indicated shall require that operating period be extended
one consecutive day at a time until DDC system passes requirement.

H. Evaluation of DDC system passing test shall be based on the following
calculation:

1. Downtime shall be counted on a point-hour basis where total number of
DDC system point-hours is equal to total number of I/O points in DDC
system multiplied by total number of hours during operating period.

2. One point-hour of downtime is one I/O point down for one hour. Three
points down for five hours is a total of 15 point-hours of downtime. Four
points down for one-half hour is 2 point-hours of downtime.

3. Example Calculation: Maximum allowable downtime for 30-day test when
DDC system has 1000 total I/O points (combined analog and binary) and
has passing score of 1 percent downtime is computed by 30 days x
24 h/day x 1000 points x 1 percent equals 7200 point-hours of maximum
allowable downtime.

I. Prepare test and inspection reports.

3.27 ADJUSTING

A. Occupancy Adjustments: When requested within 12 months from date of
Substantial Completion, provide on-site assistance in adjusting system to suit
actual occupied conditions. Provide up to two visits to Project during other-than-
normal occupancy hours for this purpose.
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3.28 MAINTENANCE SERVICE

A. Maintenance Service: Beginning at Substantial Completion, maintenance service
shall include 12 months' full maintenance by DDC system manufacturer's
authorized service representative. Include monthly preventive maintenance, repair
or replacement of worn or defective components, cleaning, calibration and
adjusting as required for proper operation. Parts and supplies shall be
manufacturer's authorized replacement parts and supplies.

3.29 SOFTWARE SERVICE AGREEMENT

A. Technical Support: Beginning at Substantial Completion, service agreement shall
include software support for two year(s).

B. Upgrade Service: At Substantial Completion, update software to latest version.
Install and program software upgrades that become available within two year(s)
from date of Substantial Completion. Upgrading software shall include operating
system and new or revised licenses for using software.

1. Upgrade Notice: At least 30 days to allow Owner to schedule and access
system and to upgrade computer equipment if necessary.

3.30 DEMONSTRATION

A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative with complete knowledge of
Project-specific system installed to train Owner's maintenance personnel to adjust,
operate, and maintain DDC system.

B. Extent of Training:

1. Base extent of training on scope and complexity of DDC system indicated
and training requirements indicated. Provide extent of training required to
satisfy requirements indicated even if more than minimum training
requirements are indicated.

2. Inform Owner of anticipated training requirements if more than minimum
training requirements are indicated.

3. Minimum Training Requirements:

a. Provide not less than five days of training total.
b. Stagger training over multiple training classes to accommodate

Owner's requirements. All training shall occur before end of
warranty period.

c. Total days of training shall be broken into not more than two
separate training classes.

d. Each training class shall be not less than one consecutive day(s).

C. Training Schedule:
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1. Schedule training with Owner 20 business days before expected
Substantial Completion.

2. Schedule training to provide Owner with at least 10 business days of
notice in advance of training.

3. Training shall occur within normal business hours at a mutually agreed on
time. Unless otherwise agreed to, training shall occur Monday through
Friday, except on U.S. Federal holidays, with two morning sessions and
two afternoon sessions. Each morning session and afternoon session shall
be split in half with 15-minute break between sessions. Morning and
afternoon sessions shall be separated by 30-minute lunch period. Training,
including breaks and excluding lunch period, shall not exceed eight hours
per day.

4. Provide staggered training schedule as requested by Owner.

D. Training Attendee List and Sign-in Sheet:

1. Request from Owner in advance of training a proposed attendee list with
name, phone number and e-mail address.

2. Provide a preprinted sign-in sheet for each training session with proposed
attendees listed and no fewer than six blank spaces to add additional
attendees.

3. Preprinted sign-in sheet shall include training session number, date and
time, instructor name, phone number and e-mail address, and brief
description of content to be covered during session. List attendees with
columns for name, phone number, e-mail address and a column for
attendee signature or initials.

4. Circulate sign-in sheet at beginning of each session and solicit attendees to
sign or initial in applicable location.

5. At end of each training day, send Owner an e-mail with an attachment of
scanned copy (PDF) of circulated sign-in sheet for each session.

E. Attendee Training Manuals:

1. Provide each attendee with a color hard copy of all training materials and
visual presentations.

2. Hard-copy materials shall be organized in a three-ring binder with table of
contents and individual divider tabs marked for each logical grouping of
subject matter. Organize material to provide space for attendees to take
handwritten notes within training manuals.

3. In addition to hard-copy materials included in training manual, provide
each binder with a sleeve or pocket that includes a DVD or flash drive
with PDF copy of all hard-copy materials.

F. Instructor Requirements:

1. One or multiple qualified instructors, as required, to provide training.
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2. Instructors shall have not less than five years of providing instructional
training on not less than five past projects with similar DDC system scope
and complexity to DDC system installed.

G. Organization of Training Sessions:

1. Organize training sessions into logical groupings of technical content and
to reflect different levels of operators having access to system. Plan
training sessions to accommodate the following three levels of operators:

a. Daily operators.
b. Advanced operators.
c. System managers and administrators.

2. Plan and organize training sessions to group training content to protect
DDC system security. Some attendees may be restricted to some training
sessions that cover restricted content for purposes of maintaining DDC
system security.

H. Training Outline:

1. Submit training outline for Owner review at least 10 business day before
scheduling training.

2. Outline shall include a detailed agenda for each training day that is broken
down into each of four training sessions that day, training objectives for
each training session and synopses for each lesson planned.

I. On-Site Training:

1. Owner will provide conditioned classroom or workspace with ample desks
or tables, chairs, power and data connectivity for instructor and each
attendee.

2. Instructor shall provide training materials, projector and other audiovisual
equipment used in training.

3. Provide as much of training located on-site as deemed feasible and
practical by Owner.

4. On-site training shall include regular walk-through tours, as required, to
observe each unique product type installed with hands-on review of
operation, calibration and service requirements.

5. Operator workstation provided with DDC system shall be used in training.
If operator workstation is not indicated, provide a temporary workstation
to convey training content.

J. Off-Site Training:
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1. Provide conditioned training rooms and workspace with ample tables
desks or tables, chairs, power and data connectivity for each attendee.

2. Provide capability to remotely access to Project DDC system for use in
training.

3. Provide a workstation for use by each attendee.

K. Training Content for Daily Operators:

1. Basic operation of system.
2. Understanding DDC system architecture and configuration.
3. Understanding each unique product type installed including performance

and service requirements for each.
4. Understanding operation of each system and equipment controlled by

DDC system including sequences of operation, each unique control
algorithm and each unique optimization routine.

5. Operating operator workstations, printers and other peripherals.
6. Logging on and off system.
7. Accessing graphics, reports and alarms.
8. Adjusting and changing set points and time schedules.
9. Recognizing DDC system malfunctions.
10. Understanding content of operation and maintenance manuals including

control drawings.
11. Understanding physical location and placement of DDC controllers and

I/O hardware.
12. Accessing data from DDC controllers.
13. Operating portable operator workstations.
14. Review of DDC testing results to establish basic understanding of DDC

system operating performance and HVAC system limitations as of
Substantial Completion.

15. Running each specified report and log.
16. Displaying and demonstrating each data entry to show Project-specific

customizing capability. Demonstrating parameter changes.
17. Stepping through graphics penetration tree, displaying all graphics,

demonstrating dynamic updating, and direct access to graphics.
18. Executing digital and analog commands in graphic mode.
19. Demonstrating control loop precision and stability via trend logs of I/O for

not less than 10 percent of I/O installed.
20. Demonstrating DDC system performance through trend logs and

command tracing.
21. Demonstrating scan, update, and alarm responsiveness.
22. Demonstrating spreadsheet and curve plot software, and its integration

with database.
23. Demonstrating on-line user guide, and help function and mail facility.
24. Demonstrating multitasking by showing dynamic curve plot, and graphic

construction operating simultaneously via split screen.
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25. Demonstrating the following for HVAC systems and equipment controlled
by DDC system:

a. Operation of HVAC equipment in normal-off, -on and failed
conditions while observing individual equipment, dampers and
valves for correct position under each condition.

b. For HVAC equipment with factory-installed software, show that
integration into DDC system is able to communicate with DDC
controllers or gateways, as applicable.

c. Using graphed trends, show that sequence of operation is executed
in correct manner, and HVAC systems operate properly through
complete sequence of operation including seasonal change,
occupied and unoccupied modes, warm-up and cool-down cycles
and other modes of operation indicated.

d. Hardware interlocks and safeties function properly and DDC
system performs correct sequence of operation after electrical
power interruption and resumption after power is restored.

e. Reporting of alarm conditions for each alarm, and confirm that
alarms are received at assigned locations, including operator
workstations.

f. Each control loop responds to set point adjustment and stabilizes
within time period indicated.

g. Sharing of previously graphed trends of all control loops to
demonstrate that each control loop is stable and set points are
being maintained.

L. Training Content for Advanced Operators:

1. Making and changing workstation graphics.
2. Creating, deleting and modifying alarms including annunciation and

routing.
3. Creating, deleting and modifying point trend logs including graphing and

printing on an ad-hoc basis and operator-defined time intervals.
4. Creating, deleting and modifying reports.
5. Creating, deleting and modifying points.
6. Creating, deleting and modifying programming including ability to edit

control programs off-line.
7. Creating, deleting and modifying system graphics and other types of

displays.
8. Adding DDC controllers and other network communication devices such

as gateways and routers.
9. Adding operator workstations.
10. Performing DDC system checkout and diagnostic procedures.
11. Performing DDC controllers operation and maintenance procedures.
12. Performing operator workstation operation and maintenance procedures.
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13. Configuring DDC system hardware including controllers, workstations,
communication devices and I/O points.

14. Maintaining, calibrating, troubleshooting, diagnosing and repairing
hardware.

15. Adjusting, calibrating and replacing DDC system components.

M. Training Content for System Managers and Administrators:

1. DDC system software maintenance and backups.
2. Uploading, downloading and off-line archiving of all DDC system

software and databases.
3. Interface with Project-specific, third-party operator software.
4. Understanding password and security procedures.
5. Adding new operators and making modifications to existing operators.
6. Operator password assignments and modification.
7. Operator authority assignment and modification.
8. Workstation data segregation and modification.

N. Video of Training Sessions:

1. Provide a digital video and audio recording of each training session.
Create a separate recording file for each session.

2. Stamp each recording file with training session number, session name and
date.

3. Provide Owner with two copies of digital files on DVDs or flash drives for
later reference and for use in future training.

4. Owner retains right to make additional copies for intended training
purposes without having to pay royalties.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 23 11 23
FACILITY NATURAL-GAS PIPING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and
Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this
Section.

1.2 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes:

1. Pipes, tubes, and fittings.
2. Piping specialties.
3. Piping and tubing joining materials.
4. Valves.
5. Pressure regulators.
6. Service meters.
7. Concrete bases.

1.3 DEFINITIONS

A. Finished Spaces: Spaces other than mechanical and electrical equipment rooms,
furred spaces, pipe and duct shafts, unheated spaces immediately below roof,
spaces above ceilings, unexcavated spaces, crawlspaces, and tunnels.

B. Exposed, Interior Installations: Exposed to view indoors. Examples include
finished occupied spaces and mechanical equipment rooms.

C. Exposed, Exterior Installations: Exposed to view outdoors or subject to outdoor
ambient temperatures and weather conditions. Examples include rooftop
locations.

1.4 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Minimum Operating-Pressure Ratings:

1. Piping and Valves: 100 psig (690 kPa) minimum unless otherwise
indicated.

2. Service Regulators: 100 psig (690 kPa) minimum unless otherwise
indicated.

3. Minimum Operating Pressure of Service Meter: 65 psig (450 kPa).
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B. Natural-Gas System Pressure within Buildings: More than 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) but
not more than 2 psig (13.8 kPa).

C. Natural-Gas System Pressures within Buildings: Two pressure ranges. Primary
pressure is more than 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) but not more than 2 psig (13.8 kPa), and
is reduced to secondary pressure of 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) or less.

D. Natural-Gas System Pressures within Buildings: Two pressure ranges. Primary
pressure is more than 2 psig (13.8 kPa) but not more than 5 psig (34.5 kPa), and is
reduced to secondary pressure of more than 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) but not more than
2 psig (13.8 kPa).

E. Natural-Gas System Pressures within Buildings: Three pressure ranges. Primary
pressure is more than 2 psig (13.8 kPa) but not more than 5 psig (34.5 kPa), and is
reduced to secondary pressures of more than 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) but not more than
2 psig (13.8 kPa), and is reduced again to pressures of 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa) or less.

F. Delegated Design: Design restraints and anchors for natural-gas piping and
equipment, including comprehensive engineering analysis by a qualified
professional engineer, using performance requirements and design criteria
indicated.

1.5 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of the following:

1. Piping specialties.
2. Corrugated, stainless-steel tubing with associated components.
3. Valves. Include pressure rating, capacity, settings, and electrical

connection data of selected models.
4. Pressure regulators. Indicate pressure ratings and capacities.
5. Service meters. Indicate pressure ratings and capacities. Include bypass

fittings.
6. Dielectric fittings.

B. Shop Drawings: For facility natural-gas piping layout. Include plans, piping
layout and elevations, sections, and details for fabrication of pipe anchors,
hangers, supports for multiple pipes, alignment guides, expansion joints and
loops, and attachments of the same to building structure. Detail location of
anchors, alignment guides, and expansion joints and loops.

1. Shop Drawing Scale: 1/4 inch per foot (1:50).
2. Detail mounting, supports, and valve arrangements for service meter

assembly and pressure regulator assembly.

C. Delegated-Design Submittal: For natural-gas piping and equipment indicated to
comply with performance requirements and design criteria, including analysis
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data signed and sealed by the qualified professional engineer responsible for their
preparation.

1. Detail fabrication and assembly of seismic restraints.
2. Design Calculations: Calculate requirements for selecting seismic

restraints.

1.6 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Coordination Drawings: Plans and details, drawn to scale, on which natural-gas
piping is shown and coordinated with other installations, using input from
installers of the items involved.

B. Site Survey: Plans, drawn to scale, on which natural-gas piping is shown and
coordinated with other services and utilities.

C. Qualification Data: For qualified professional engineer.

D. Welding certificates.

E. Field quality-control reports.

1.7 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Operation and Maintenance Data: For motorized gas valves pressure regulators
and service meters to include in emergency, operation, and maintenance manuals.

1.8 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Steel Support Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and personnel
according to AWS D1.1/D1.1M, "Structural Welding Code - Steel."

B. Pipe Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and operators according to
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

C. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories: Listed and labeled as defined
in NFPA 70, by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and
application.

1.9 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Handling Flammable Liquids: Remove and dispose of liquids from existing
natural-gas piping according to requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.

B. Deliver pipes and tubes with factory-applied end caps. Maintain end caps through
shipping, storage, and handling to prevent pipe end damage and to prevent
entrance of dirt, debris, and moisture.
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C. Store and handle pipes and tubes having factory-applied protective coatings to
avoid damaging coating, and protect from direct sunlight.

D. Protect stored PE pipes and valves from direct sunlight.

1.10 PROJECT CONDITIONS

A. Perform site survey, research public utility records, and verify existing utility
locations. Contact utility-locating service for area where Project is located.

B. Interruption of Existing Natural-Gas Service: Do not interrupt natural-gas service
to facilities occupied by Owner or others unless permitted under the following
conditions and then only after arranging to provide purging and startup of natural-
gas supply according to requirements indicated:

1. Notify Architect no fewer than two days in advance of proposed
interruption of natural-gas service.

2. Do not proceed with interruption of natural-gas service without Architect's
written permission.

1.11 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate sizes and locations of concrete bases with actual equipment provided.

B. Coordinate requirements for access panels and doors for valves installed
concealed behind finished surfaces. Comply with requirements in Section 08 31
13 "Access Doors and Frames."

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 PIPES, TUBES, AND FITTINGS

A. Steel Pipe: ASTM A 53/A 53M, black steel, Schedule 40, Type E or S, Grade B.

1. Malleable-Iron Threaded Fittings: ASME B16.3, Class 150, standard
pattern.

2. Wrought-Steel Welding Fittings: ASTM A 234/A 234M for butt welding
and socket welding.

3. Unions: ASME B16.39, Class 150, malleable iron with brass-to-iron seat,
ground joint, and threaded ends.

4. Forged-Steel Flanges and Flanged Fittings: ASME B16.5, minimum
Class 150, including bolts, nuts, and gaskets of the following material
group, end connections, and facings:

a. Material Group: 1.1.
b. End Connections: Threaded or butt welding to match pipe.
c. Lapped Face: Not permitted underground.
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d. Gasket Materials: ASME B16.20, metallic, flat, asbestos free,
aluminum o-rings, and spiral-wound metal gaskets.

e. Bolts and Nuts: ASME B18.2.1, carbon steel aboveground and
stainless steel underground.

5. Protective Coating for Underground Piping: Factory-applied, three-layer
coating of epoxy, adhesive, and PE.

a. Joint Cover Kits: Epoxy paint, adhesive, and heat-shrink PE
sleeves.

6. Mechanical Couplings:

a. Steel flanges and tube with epoxy finish.
b. Buna-nitrile seals.
c. Steel bolts, washers, and nuts.
d. Coupling shall be capable of joining PE pipe to PE pipe, steel pipe

to PE pipe, or steel pipe to steel pipe.
e. Steel body couplings installed underground on plastic pipe shall be

factory equipped with anode.

B. Corrugated, Stainless-Steel Tubing: Comply with ANSI/IAS LC 1.

1. Tubing: ASTM A 240/A 240M, corrugated, Series 300 stainless steel.
2. Coating: PE with flame retardant.

a. Surface-Burning Characteristics: As determined by testing
identical products according to ASTM E 84 by a qualified testing
agency. Identify products with appropriate markings of applicable
testing agency.
1) Flame-Spread Index: 25 or less.
2) Smoke-Developed Index: 50 or less.

3. Fittings: Copper-alloy mechanical fittings with ends made to fit and listed
for use with corrugated stainless-steel tubing and capable of metal-to-
metal seal without gaskets. Include brazing socket or threaded ends
complying with ASME Bl.20.1.

4. Striker Plates: Steel, designed to protect tubing from penetrations.
5. Manifolds: Malleable iron or steel with factory-applied protective coating.

Threaded connections shall comply with ASME Bl.20.1 for pipe inlet and
corrugated tubing outlets.

6. Operating-Pressure Rating: 5 psig (34.5 kPa).

C. Aluminum Tubing: Comply with ASTM B 210 and ASTM B 241/B 241M.

1. Aluminum Alloy: Alloy 5456 is prohibited.
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2. Protective Coating: Factory-applied coating capable of resisting corrosion
on tubing in contact with masonry, plaster, insulation, water, detergents,
and sewerage.

3. Flare Fittings: Comply with ASME B16.26 and SAE J513.

a. Copper-alloy fittings.
b. Metal-to-metal compression seal without gasket.
c. Dryseal threads shall comply with ASME Bl.20.3.

D. Drawn-Temper Copper Tube: Comply with ASTM B 88, Type L (ASTM B 88M,
Type B).

1. Copper Fittings: ASME B16.22, wrought copper, and streamlined pattern.
2. Bronze Flanges and Flanged Fittings: ASME B16.24, Class 150.

a. Gasket Material: ASME B16.20, metallic, flat, asbestos free,
aluminum o-rings, and spiral-wound metal gaskets.

b. Bolts and Nuts: ASME B18.2.1, carbon steel or stainless steel.

3. Protective Coating for Underground Tubing: Factory-applied, extruded PE
a minimum of 0.022 inch (0.56 mm) thick.

E. PE Pipe: ASTM D 2513, SDR 11.

1. PE Fittings: ASTM D 2683, socket-fusion type or ASTM D 3261, butt-
fusion type with dimensions matching PE pipe.

2. PE Transition Fittings: Factory-fabricated fittings with PE pipe complying
with ASTM D 2513, SDR 11; and steel pipe complying with
ASTM A 53/A 53M, black steel, Schedule 40, Type E or S, Grade B.

3. Anodeless Service-Line Risers: Factory fabricated and leak tested.

a. Underground Portion: PE pipe complying with ASTM D 2513,
SDR 11 inlet.

b. Casing: Steel pipe complying with ASTM A 53/A 53M,
Schedule 40, black steel, Type E or S, Grade B, with corrosion-
protective coating covering. Vent casing aboveground.

c. Aboveground Portion: PE transition fitting.
d. Outlet shall be threaded or flanged or suitable for welded

connection.
e. Tracer wire connection.
f. Ultraviolet shield.
g. Stake supports with factory finish to match steel pipe casing or

carrier pipe.

4. Transition Service-Line Risers: Factory fabricated and leak tested.
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a. Underground Portion: PE pipe complying with ASTM D 2513,
SDR 11 inlet connected to steel pipe complying with
ASTM A 53/A 53M, Schedule 40, Type E or S, Grade B, with
corrosion-protective coating for aboveground outlet.

b. Outlet shall be threaded or flanged or suitable for welded
connection.

c. Bridging sleeve over mechanical coupling.
d. Factory-connected anode.
e. Tracer wire connection.
f. Ultraviolet shield.
g. Stake supports with factory finish to match steel pipe casing or

carrier pipe.

5. Plastic Mechanical Couplings, NPS 1-1/2 (DN 40) and Smaller: Capable
of joining PE pipe to PE pipe.

a. PE body with molded-in, stainless-steel support ring.
b. Buna-nitrile seals.
c. Acetal collets.
d. Electro-zinc-plated steel stiffener.

6. Plastic Mechanical Couplings, NPS 2 (DN 50) and Larger: Capable of
joining PE pipe to PE pipe, steel pipe to PE pipe, or steel pipe to steel
pipe.

a. Fiber-reinforced plastic body.
b. PE body tube.
c. Buna-nitrile seals.
d. Acetal collets.
e. Stainless-steel bolts, nuts, and washers.

7. Steel Mechanical Couplings: Capable of joining plain-end PE pipe to PE
pipe, steel pipe to PE pipe, or steel pipe to steel pipe.

a. Steel flanges and tube with epoxy finish.
b. Buna-nitrile seals.
c. Steel bolts, washers, and nuts.
d. Factory-installed anode for steel-body couplings installed

underground.

2.2 PIPING SPECIALTIES

A. Appliance Flexible Connectors:

1. Indoor, Fixed-Appliance Flexible Connectors: Comply with ANSI Z21.24.
2. Indoor, Movable-Appliance Flexible Connectors: Comply with

ANSI Z21.69.
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3. Outdoor, Appliance Flexible Connectors: Comply with ANSI Z21.75.
4. Corrugated stainless-steel tubing with polymer coating.
5. Operating-Pressure Rating: 0.5 psig (3.45 kPa).
6. End Fittings: Zinc-coated steel.
7. Threaded Ends: Comply with ASME Bl.20.1.
8. Maximum Length: 72 inches (1830 mm.)

B. Quick-Disconnect Devices: Comply with ANSI Z21.41.

1. Copper-alloy convenience outlet and matching plug connector.
2. Nitrile seals.
3. Hand operated with automatic shutoff when disconnected.
4. For indoor or outdoor applications.
5. Adjustable, retractable restraining cable.

C. Y-Pattern Strainers:

1. Body: ASTM A 126, Class B, cast iron with bolted cover and bottom
drain connection.

2. End Connections: Threaded ends for NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller; flanged
ends for NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.

3. Strainer Screen: 40-mesh startup strainer, and perforated stainless-steel
basket with 50 percent free area.

4. CWP Rating: 125 psig (862 kPa).

D. Basket Strainers:

1. Body: ASTM A 126, Class B, high-tensile cast iron with bolted cover and
bottom drain connection.

2. End Connections: Threaded ends for NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller; flanged
ends for NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.

3. Strainer Screen: 40-mesh startup strainer, and perforated stainless-steel
basket with 50 percent free area.

4. CWP Rating: 125 psig (862 kPa).

E. T-Pattern Strainers:

1. Body: Ductile or malleable iron with removable access coupling and end
cap for strainer maintenance.

2. End Connections: Grooved ends.
3. Strainer Screen: 40-mesh startup strainer, and perforated stainless-steel

basket with 57 percent free area.
4. CWP Rating: 750 psig (5170 kPa).

F. Weatherproof Vent Cap: Cast- or malleable-iron increaser fitting with corrosion-
resistant wire screen, with free area at least equal to cross-sectional area of
connecting pipe and threaded-end connection.
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2.3 JOINING MATERIALS

A. Joint Compound and Tape: Suitable for natural gas.

B. Welding Filler Metals: Comply with AWS D10.12/D10.12M for welding
materials appropriate for wall thickness and chemical analysis of steel pipe being
welded.

C. Brazing Filler Metals: Alloy with melting point greater than 1000 deg F (540
deg C) complying with AWS A5.8/A5.8M. Brazing alloys containing more than
0.05 percent phosphorus are prohibited.

2.4 MANUAL GAS SHUTOFF VALVES

A. See "Underground Manual Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual
Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" Articles for where each valve type is applied in various
services.

B. General Requirements for Metallic Valves, NPS 2 (DN 50) and Smaller: Comply
with ASME B16.33.

1. CWP Rating: 125 psig (862 kPa).
2. Threaded Ends: Comply with ASME Bl.20.1.
3. Dryseal Threads on Flare Ends: Comply with ASME Bl.20.3.
4. Tamperproof Feature: Locking feature for valves indicated in

"Underground Manual Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground
Manual Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" Articles.

5. Listing: Listed and labeled by an NRTL acceptable to authorities having
jurisdiction for valves 1 inch (25 mm) and smaller.

6. Service Mark: Valves 1-1/4 inches (32 mm) to NPS 2 (DN 50) shall have
initials "WOG" permanently marked on valve body.

C. General Requirements for Metallic Valves, NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and Larger:
Comply with ASME B16.38.

1. CWP Rating: 125 psig (862 kPa).
2. Flanged Ends: Comply with ASME B16.5 for steel flanges.
3. Tamperproof Feature: Locking feature for valves indicated in

"Underground Manual Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground
Manual Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" Articles.

4. Service Mark: Initials "WOG" shall be permanently marked on valve
body.

D. One-Piece, Bronze Ball Valve with Bronze Trim: MSS SP-110.

1. Body: Bronze, complying with ASTM B 584.
2. Ball: Chrome-plated brass.
3. Stem: Bronze; blowout proof.
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4. Seats: Reinforced TFE; blowout proof.
5. Packing: Separate packnut with adjustable-stem packing threaded ends.
6. Ends: Threaded, flared, or socket as indicated in "Underground Manual

Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff
Valve Schedule" Articles.

7. CWP Rating: 600 psig (4140 kPa).
8. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

E. Two-Piece, Full-Port, Bronze Ball Valves with Bronze Trim: MSS SP-110.

1. Body: Bronze, complying with ASTM B 584.
2. Ball: Chrome-plated bronze.
3. Stem: Bronze; blowout proof.
4. Seats: Reinforced TFE; blowout proof.
5. Packing: Threaded-body packnut design with adjustable-stem packing.
6. Ends: Threaded, flared, or socket as indicated in "Underground Manual

Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff
Valve Schedule" Articles.

7. CWP Rating: 600 psig (4140 kPa).
8. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

F. Two-Piece, Regular-Port Bronze Ball Valves with Bronze Trim: MSS SP-110.

1. Body: Bronze, complying with ASTM B 584.
2. Ball: Chrome-plated bronze.
3. Stem: Bronze; blowout proof.
4. Seats: Reinforced TFE.
5. Packing: Threaded-body packnut design with adjustable-stem packing.
6. Ends: Threaded, flared, or socket as indicated in "Underground Manual

Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff
Valve Schedule" Articles.

7. CWP Rating: 600 psig (4140 kPa).
8. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

G. Bronze Plug Valves: MSS SP-78.

1. Body: Bronze, complying with ASTM B 584.
2. Plug: Bronze.
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3. Ends: Threaded, socket, or flanged as indicated in "Underground Manual
Gas Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff
Valve Schedule" Articles.

4. Operator: Square head or lug type with tamperproof feature where
indicated.

5. Pressure Class: 125 psig (862 kPa).
6. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
7. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

H. Cast-Iron, Nonlubricated Plug Valves: MSS SP-78.

1. Body: Cast iron, complying with ASTM A 126, Class B.
2. Plug: Bronze or nickel-plated cast iron.
3. Seat: Coated with thermoplastic.
4. Stem Seal: Compatible with natural gas.
5. Ends: Threaded or flanged as indicated in "Underground Manual Gas

Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff Valve
Schedule" Articles.

6. Operator: Square head or lug type with tamperproof feature where
indicated.

7. Pressure Class: 125 psig (862 kPa).
8. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

I. Cast-Iron, Lubricated Plug Valves: MSS SP-78.

1. Body: Cast iron, complying with ASTM A 126, Class B.
2. Plug: Bronze or nickel-plated cast iron.
3. Seat: Coated with thermoplastic.
4. Stem Seal: Compatible with natural gas.
5. Ends: Threaded or flanged as indicated in "Underground Manual Gas

Shutoff Valve Schedule" and "Aboveground Manual Gas Shutoff Valve
Schedule" Articles.

6. Operator: Square head or lug type with tamperproof feature where
indicated.

7. Pressure Class: 125 psig (862 kPa).
8. Listing: Valves NPS 1 (DN 25) and smaller shall be listed and labeled by

an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
9. Service: Suitable for natural-gas service with "WOG" indicated on valve

body.

J. PE Ball Valves: Comply with ASME B16.40.
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1. Body: PE.
2. Ball: PE.
3. Stem: Acetal.
4. Seats and Seals: Nitrile.
5. Ends: Plain or fusible to match piping.
6. CWP Rating: 80 psig (552 kPa).
7. Operating Temperature: Minus 20 to plus 140 deg F (Minus 29 to plus 60

deg C).
8. Operator: Nut or flat head for key operation.
9. Include plastic valve extension.
10. Include tamperproof locking feature for valves where indicated on

Drawings.

K. Valve Boxes:

1. Cast-iron, two-section box.
2. Top section with cover with "GAS" lettering.
3. Bottom section with base to fit over valve and barrel a minimum of 5

inches (125 mm) in diameter.
4. Adjustable cast-iron extensions of length required for depth of bury.
5. Include tee-handle, steel operating wrench with socket end fitting valve

nut or flat head, and with stem of length required to operate valve.

2.5 MOTORIZED GAS VALVES

A. Automatic Gas Valves: Comply with ANSI Z21.21.

1. Body: Brass or aluminum.
2. Seats and Disc: Nitrile rubber.
3. Springs and Valve Trim: Stainless steel.
4. Normally closed.
5. Visual position indicator.
6. Electrical operator for actuation by appliance automatic shutoff device.

B. Electrically Operated Valves: Comply with UL 429.

1. Pilot operated.
2. Body: Brass or aluminum.
3. Seats and Disc: Nitrile rubber.
4. Springs and Valve Trim: Stainless steel.
5. 120-V ac, 60 Hz, Class B, continuous-duty molded coil, and replaceable.
6. NEMA ICS 6, Type 4, coil enclosure.
7. Normally closed.
8. Visual position indicator.
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2.6 EARTHQUAKE VALVES

A. Earthquake Valves: Comply with ASCE 25.

1. Listing: Listed and labeled by an NRTL acceptable to authorities having
jurisdiction.

2. Maximum Operating Pressure: 5 psig (34.5 kPa).
3. Cast-aluminum body with nickel-plated chrome steel internal parts.
4. Nitrile-rubber valve washer.
5. Sight windows for visual indication of valve position.
6. Threaded end connections complying with ASME Bl.20.1.
7. Wall mounting bracket with bubble level indicator.

B. Earthquake Valves: Comply with ASCE 25.

1. Listing: Listed and labeled by an NRTL acceptable to authorities having
jurisdiction.

2. Maximum Operating Pressure: 60 psig (414 kPa).
3. Cast-aluminum body with stainless-steel internal parts.
4. Nitrile-rubber, reset-stem o-ring seal.
5. Valve position, open or closed, indicator.
6. Composition valve seat with clapper held by spring or magnet locking

mechanism.
7. Level indicator.
8. End Connections: Threaded for valves NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller;

flanged for valves NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.

2.7 PRESSURE REGULATORS

A. General Requirements:

1. Single stage and suitable for natural gas.
2. Steel jacket and corrosion-resistant components.
3. Elevation compensator.
4. End Connections: Threaded for regulators NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller;

flanged for regulators NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.

B. Service Pressure Regulators: Comply with ANSI Z21.80.

1. Body and Diaphragm Case: Cast iron or die-cast aluminum.
2. Springs: Zinc-plated steel; interchangeable.
3. Diaphragm Plate: Zinc-plated steel.
4. Seat Disc: Nitrile rubber resistant to gas impurities, abrasion, and

deformation at the valve port.
5. Orifice: Aluminum; interchangeable.
6. Seal Plug: Ultraviolet-stabilized, mineral-filled nylon.
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7. Single-port, self-contained regulator with orifice no larger than required at
maximum pressure inlet, and no pressure sensing piping external to the
regulator.

8. Pressure regulator shall maintain discharge pressure setting downstream,
and not exceed 150 percent of design discharge pressure at shutoff.

9. Overpressure Protection Device: Factory mounted on pressure regulator.
10. Atmospheric Vent: Factory- or field-installed, stainless-steel screen in

opening if not connected to vent piping.
11. Maximum Inlet Pressure: 100 psig (690 kPa).

C. Line Pressure Regulators: Comply with ANSI Z21.80.

1. Body and Diaphragm Case: Cast iron or die-cast aluminum.
2. Springs: Zinc-plated steel; interchangeable.
3. Diaphragm Plate: Zinc-plated steel.
4. Seat Disc: Nitrile rubber resistant to gas impurities, abrasion, and

deformation at the valve port.
5. Orifice: Aluminum; interchangeable.
6. Seal Plug: Ultraviolet-stabilized, mineral-filled nylon.
7. Single-port, self-contained regulator with orifice no larger than required at

maximum pressure inlet, and no pressure sensing piping external to the
regulator.

8. Pressure regulator shall maintain discharge pressure setting downstream,
and not exceed 150 percent of design discharge pressure at shutoff.

9. Overpressure Protection Device: Factory mounted on pressure regulator.
10. Atmospheric Vent: Factory- or field-installed, stainless-steel screen in

opening if not connected to vent piping.
11. Maximum Inlet Pressure: 2 psig (13.8 kPa).

D. Appliance Pressure Regulators: Comply with ANSI Z21.18.

1. Body and Diaphragm Case: Die-cast aluminum.
2. Springs: Zinc-plated steel; interchangeable.
3. Diaphragm Plate: Zinc-plated steel.
4. Seat Disc: Nitrile rubber.
5. Seal Plug: Ultraviolet-stabilized, mineral-filled nylon.
6. Factory-Applied Finish: Minimum three-layer polyester and polyurethane

paint finish.
7. Regulator may include vent limiting device, instead of vent connection, if

approved by authorities having jurisdiction.
8. Maximum Inlet Pressure: 2 psig (13.8 kPa).

2.8 DIELECTRIC FITTINGS

A. General Requirements: Assembly of copper alloy and ferrous materials with
separating nonconductive insulating material. Include end connections compatible
with pipes to be joined.
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B. Dielectric Unions:

1. Description:

a. Standard: ASSE 1079.
b. Pressure Rating: 125 psig (860 kPa) minimum at 180 deg F (82

deg C).
c. End Connections: Solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous.

C. Dielectric Flanges:

1. Description:

a. Standard: ASSE 1079.
b. Factory-fabricated, bolted, companion-flange assembly.
c. Pressure Rating: 125 psig (860 kPa) minimum at 180 deg F (82

deg C).
d. End Connections: Solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous;

threaded solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous.

D. Dielectric-Flange Insulating Kits:

1. Description:

a. Nonconducting materials for field assembly of companion flanges.
b. Pressure Rating: 150 psig (1035 kPa).
c. Gasket: Neoprene or phenolic.
d. Bolt Sleeves: Phenolic or polyethylene.
e. Washers: Phenolic with steel backing washers.

2.9 LABELING AND IDENTIFYING

A. Detectable Warning Tape: Acid- and alkali-resistant, PE film warning tape
manufactured for marking and identifying underground utilities, a minimum of 6
inches (150 mm) wide and 4 mils (0.1 mm) thick, continuously inscribed with a
description of utility, with metallic core encased in a protective jacket for
corrosion protection, detectable by metal detector when tape is buried up to 30
inches (750 mm) deep; colored yellow.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 EXAMINATION

A. Examine roughing-in for natural-gas piping system to verify actual locations of
piping connections before equipment installation.

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.
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3.2 PREPARATION

A. Close equipment shutoff valves before turning off natural gas to premises or
piping section.

B. Inspect natural-gas piping according to the International Fuel Gas Code to
determine that natural-gas utilization devices are turned off in piping section
affected.

C. Comply with the International Fuel Gas Code requirements for prevention of
accidental ignition.

3.3 OUTDOOR PIPING INSTALLATION

A. Comply with the International Fuel Gas Code for installation and purging of
natural-gas piping.

B. Install underground, natural-gas piping buried at least 36 inches (900 mm) below
finished grade. Comply with requirements in Division 31 for excavating,
trenching, and backfilling.

1. If natural-gas piping is installed less than 36 inches (900 mm) below
finished grade, install it in containment conduit.

C. Install underground, PE, natural-gas piping according to ASTM D 2774.

D. Steel Piping with Protective Coating:

1. Apply joint cover kits to pipe after joining to cover, seal, and protect
joints.

2. Repair damage to PE coating on pipe as recommended in writing by
protective coating manufacturer.

3. Replace pipe having damaged PE coating with new pipe.

E. Copper Tubing with Protective Coating:

1. Apply joint cover kits over tubing to cover, seal, and protect joints.
2. Repair damage to PE coating on pipe as recommended in writing by

protective coating manufacturer.

F. Install fittings for changes in direction and branch connections.

G. Install pressure gage downstream from each service regulator. Pressure gages are
specified in Section 23 05 19 "Meters and Gages for HVAC Piping."
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3.4 INDOOR PIPING INSTALLATION

A. Comply with the International Fuel Gas Code for installation and purging of
natural-gas piping.

B. Drawing plans, schematics, and diagrams indicate general location and
arrangement of piping systems. Indicated locations and arrangements are used to
size pipe and calculate friction loss, expansion, and other design considerations.
Install piping as indicated unless deviations to layout are approved on
Coordination Drawings.

C. Arrange for pipe spaces, chases, slots, sleeves, and openings in building structure
during progress of construction, to allow for mechanical installations.

D. Install piping in concealed locations unless otherwise indicated and except in
equipment rooms and service areas.

E. Install piping indicated to be exposed and piping in equipment rooms and service
areas at right angles or parallel to building walls. Diagonal runs are prohibited
unless specifically indicated otherwise.

F. Install piping above accessible ceilings to allow sufficient space for ceiling panel
removal.

G. Locate valves for easy access.

H. Install natural-gas piping at uniform grade of 2 percent down toward drip and
sediment traps.

I. Install piping free of sags and bends.

J. Install fittings for changes in direction and branch connections.

K. Verify final equipment locations for roughing-in.

L. Comply with requirements in Sections specifying gas-fired appliances and
equipment for roughing-in requirements.

M. Drips and Sediment Traps: Install drips at points where condensate may collect,
including service-meter outlets. Locate where accessible to permit cleaning and
emptying. Do not install where condensate is subject to freezing.

1. Construct drips and sediment traps using tee fitting with bottom outlet
plugged or capped. Use nipple a minimum length of 3 pipe diameters, but
not less than 3 inches (75 mm) long and same size as connected pipe.
Install with space below bottom of drip to remove plug or cap.
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N. Extend relief vent connections for service regulators, line regulators, and
overpressure protection devices to outdoors and terminate with weatherproof vent
cap.

O. Conceal pipe installations in walls, pipe spaces, utility spaces, above ceilings,
below grade or floors, and in floor channels unless indicated to be exposed to
view.

P. Concealed Location Installations: Except as specified below, install concealed
natural-gas piping and piping installed under the building in containment conduit
constructed of steel pipe with welded joints as described in Part 2. Install a vent
pipe from containment conduit to outdoors and terminate with weatherproof vent
cap.

1. Above Accessible Ceilings: Natural-gas piping, fittings, valves, and
regulators may be installed in accessible spaces without containment
conduit.

2. In Floors: Install natural-gas piping with welded or brazed joints and
protective coating in cast-in-place concrete floors. Cover piping to be cast
in concrete slabs with minimum of 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) of concrete.
Piping may not be in physical contact with other metallic structures such
as reinforcing rods or electrically neutral conductors. Do not embed piping
in concrete slabs containing quick-set additives or cinder aggregate.

3. In Floor Channels: Install natural-gas piping in floor channels. Channels
must have cover and be open to space above cover for ventilation.

4. In Walls or Partitions: Protect tubing installed inside partitions or hollow
walls from physical damage using steel striker barriers at rigid supports.

a. Exception: Tubing passing through partitions or walls does not
require striker barriers.

5. Prohibited Locations:

a. Do not install natural-gas piping in or through circulating air ducts,
clothes or trash chutes, chimneys or gas vents (flues), ventilating
ducts, or dumbwaiter or elevator shafts.

b. Do not install natural-gas piping in solid walls or partitions.

Q. Use eccentric reducer fittings to make reductions in pipe sizes. Install fittings with
level side down.

R. Connect branch piping from top or side of horizontal piping.

S. Install unions in pipes NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller, adjacent to each valve, at final
connection to each piece of equipment. Unions are not required at flanged
connections.
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T. Do not use natural-gas piping as grounding electrode.

U. Install strainer on inlet of each line-pressure regulator and automatic or
electrically operated valve.

V. Install pressure gage downstream from each line regulator. Pressure gages are
specified in Section 230519 "Meters and Gages for HVAC Piping."

W. Install sleeves for piping penetrations of walls, ceilings, and floors.

X. Install escutcheons for piping penetrations of walls, ceilings, and floors.
Escutcheons shall be chrome plated brass.

3.5 SERVICE-METER ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION

A. Install service-meter assemblies aboveground, on concrete bases.

B. Install metal shutoff valves upstream from service regulators. Shutoff valves are
not required at second regulators if two regulators are installed in series.

C. Install strainer on inlet of service-pressure regulator and meter set.

D. Install service regulators mounted outside with vent outlet horizontal or facing
down. Install screen in vent outlet if not integral with service regulator.

E. Install metal shutoff valves upstream from service meters. Install dielectric
fittings downstream from service meters.

F. Install service meters downstream from pressure regulators.

G. Install metal bollards to protect meter assemblies. Comply with requirements in
Section 05 50 00 "Metal Fabrications" for pipe bollards.

3.6 VALVE INSTALLATION

A. Install manual gas shutoff valve for each gas appliance ahead of corrugated
stainless-steel tubing, aluminum, or copper connector.

B. Install underground valves with valve boxes.

C. Install regulators and overpressure protection devices with maintenance access
space adequate for servicing and testing.

D. Install earthquake valves aboveground outside buildings according to listing.

E. Install anode for metallic valves in underground PE piping.
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3.7 PIPING JOINT CONSTRUCTION

A. Ream ends of pipes and tubes and remove burrs.

B. Remove scale, slag, dirt, and debris from inside and outside of pipe and fittings
before assembly.

C. Threaded Joints:

1. Thread pipe with tapered pipe threads complying with ASME Bl.20.1.
2. Cut threads full and clean using sharp dies.
3. Ream threaded pipe ends to remove burrs and restore full inside diameter

of pipe.
4. Apply appropriate tape or thread compound to external pipe threads unless

dryseal threading is specified.
5. Damaged Threads: Do not use pipe or pipe fittings with threads that are

corroded or damaged. Do not use pipes that have cracked or open welds.

D. Welded Joints:

1. Construct joints according to AWS D10.12/D10.12M, using qualified
processes and welding operators.

2. Bevel plain ends of steel pipe.
3. Patch factory-applied protective coating as recommended by manufacturer

at field welds and where damage to coating occurs during construction.

E. Brazed Joints: Construct joints according to AWS's "Brazing Handbook," "Pipe
and Tube" Chapter.

F. Flanged Joints: Install gasket material, size, type, and thickness appropriate for
natural-gas service. Install gasket concentrically positioned.

G. Flared Joints: Cut tubing with roll cutting tool. Flare tube end with tool to result in
flare dimensions complying with SAE J513. Tighten finger tight, then use
wrench. Do not overtighten.

H. PE Piping Heat-Fusion Joints: Clean and dry joining surfaces by wiping with
clean cloth or paper towels. Join according to ASTM D 2657.

1. Plain-End Pipe and Fittings: Use butt fusion.
2. Plain-End Pipe and Socket Fittings: Use socket fusion.

3.8 HANGER AND SUPPORT INSTALLATION

A. Comply with requirements for pipe hangers and supports specified in Section
23 05 29 "Hangers and Supports for HVAC Piping and Equipment."
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B. Install hangers for horizontal steel piping with the following maximum spacing
and minimum rod sizes:

1. NPS 1 (DN 25) and Smaller: Maximum span, 96 inches (2438 mm);
minimum rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

2. NPS 1-1/4 (DN 32): Maximum span, 108 inches (2743 mm); minimum
rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

3. NPS 1-1/2 and NPS 2 (DN 40 and DN 50): Maximum span, 108 inches
(2743 mm); minimum rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

4. NPS 2-1/2 to NPS 3-1/2 (DN 65 to DN 90): Maximum span, 10 feet (3 m);
minimum rod size, 1/2 inch (13 mm).

5. NPS 4 (DN 100) and Larger: Maximum span, 10 feet (3 m); minimum rod
size, 5/8 inch (15.8 mm).

C. Install hangers for horizontal drawn-temper copper tubing with the following
maximum spacing and minimum rod sizes:

1. NPS 3/8 (DN 10): Maximum span, 48 inches (1220 mm); minimum rod
size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

2. NPS 1/2 and NPS 5/8 (DN 15 and DN 18): Maximum span, 72 inches
(1830 mm); minimum rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

3. NPS 3/4 and NPS 7/8 (DN 20 and DN 22): Maximum span, 84 inches
(2134 mm); minimum rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

4. NPS 1 (DN 25): Maximum span, 96 inches (2440 mm); minimum rod
size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

D. Install hangers for horizontal, corrugated stainless-steel tubing with the following
maximum spacing and minimum rod sizes:

1. NPS 3/8 (DN 10): Maximum span, 48 inches (1220 mm); minimum rod
size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

2. NPS 1/2 (DN 15): Maximum span, 72 inches (1830 mm); minimum rod
size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

3. NPS 3/4 (DN 20) and Larger: Maximum span, 96 inches (2440 mm);
minimum rod size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

3.9 CONNECTIONS

A. Connect to utility's gas main according to utility's procedures and requirements.

B. Install natural-gas piping electrically continuous, and bonded to gas appliance
equipment grounding conductor of the circuit powering the appliance according to
NFPA 70.

C. Install piping adjacent to appliances to allow service and maintenance of
appliances.
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D. Connect piping to appliances using manual gas shutoff valves and unions. Install
valve within 72 inches (1800 mm) of each gas-fired appliance and equipment.
Install union between valve and appliances or equipment.

E. Sediment Traps: Install tee fitting with capped nipple in bottom to form drip, as
close as practical to inlet of each appliance.

3.10 LABELING AND IDENTIFYING

A. Comply with requirements in Section 23 05 53 "Identification for HVAC Piping
and Equipment" for piping and valve identification.

B. Install detectable warning tape directly above gas piping, 12 inches (300 mm)
below finished grade, except 6 inches (150 mm) below subgrade under pavements
and slabs.

3.11 PAINTING

A. Comply with requirements in Section 09 90 00 "Painting and Coating" for
painting interior and exterior natural-gas piping.

B. Paint exposed, exterior metal piping, valves, service regulators, service meters
and meter bars, earthquake valves, and piping specialties, except components,
with factory-applied paint or protective coating.

1. Alkyd System: MPI EXT 5.1D.

a. Prime Coat: Alkyd anticorrosive metal primer.
b. Intermediate Coat: Exterior alkyd enamel matching topcoat.
c. Topcoat: Exterior alkyd enamel (semigloss).
d. Color: Gray.

C. Damage and Touchup: Repair marred and damaged factory-applied finishes with
materials and by procedures to match original factory finish.

3.12 CONCRETE BASES

A. Concrete Bases: Anchor equipment to concrete base according to seismic codes at
Project.

1. Construct concrete bases of dimensions indicated, but not less than 4
inches (100 mm) larger in both directions than supported unit.

2. Install dowel rods to connect concrete base to concrete floor. Unless
otherwise indicated, install dowel rods on 18-inch (450-mm) centers
around the full perimeter of the base.

3. Install epoxy-coated anchor bolts for supported equipment that extend
through concrete base, and anchor into structural concrete floor.
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4. Place and secure anchorage devices. Use supported equipment
manufacturer's setting drawings, templates, diagrams, instructions, and
directions furnished with items to be embedded.

5. Install anchor bolts to elevations required for proper attachment to
supported equipment.

6. Use 3000-psig (20.7-MPa), 28-day, compressive-strength concrete and
reinforcement as specified in Section 03 30 00 "Cast-in-Place Concrete."

3.13 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Perform tests and inspections.

B. Tests and Inspections:

1. Test, inspect, and purge natural gas according to the International Fuel
Gas Code and authorities having jurisdiction.

C. Natural-gas piping will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and
inspections.

D. Prepare test and inspection reports.

3.14 DEMONSTRATION

A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to train Owner's maintenance
personnel to adjust, operate, and maintain earthquake valves.

3.15 OUTDOOR PIPING SCHEDULE

A. Underground natural-gas piping shall be the following:

1. PE pipe and fittings joined by heat fusion, or mechanical couplings;
service-line risers with tracer wire terminated in an accessible location.

B. Aboveground natural-gas piping shall be one of the following:

1. Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and threaded joints.
2. Steel pipe with wrought-steel fittings and welded joints.

C. Containment Conduit: Steel pipe with wrought-steel fittings and welded joints.
Coat pipe and fittings with protective coating for steel piping.

3.16 INDOOR PIPING SCHEDULE FOR SYSTEM PRESSURES LESS THAN 0.5 PSIG
(3.45 kPa)

A. Aboveground, branch piping NPS 2 (DN 25) and smaller shall be the following:

1. Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and threaded joints.
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B. Aboveground, distribution piping shall be the following:

1. Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and threaded joints.
2. Steel pipe with wrought-steel fittings and welded joints.

C. Containment Conduit: Steel pipe with wrought-steel fittings and welded joints.
Coat pipe and fittings with protective coating for steel piping.

D. Containment Conduit Vent Piping: Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and
threaded or wrought-steel fittings with welded joints. Coat underground pipe and
fittings with protective coating for steel piping.

3.17 INDOOR PIPING SCHEDULE FOR SYSTEM PRESSURES MORE THAN 0.5 PSIG
(3.45 kPa) AND LESS THAN 2 PSIG (34.5 kPa)

A. Aboveground, branch piping NPS 2 (DN 25) and smaller shall be the following:

1. Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and threaded joints.

B. Aboveground, distribution piping shall be the following:

1. Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and threaded joints.
2. Steel pipe with steel welding fittings and welded joints.

C. Containment Conduit: Steel pipe with wrought-steel fittings and welded joints.
Coat underground pipe and fittings with protective coating for steel piping.

D. Containment Conduit Vent Piping: Steel pipe with malleable-iron fittings and
threaded or wrought-steel fittings with welded joints. Coat underground pipe and
fittings with protective coating for steel piping.

3.18 ABOVEGROUND MANUAL GAS SHUTOFF VALVE SCHEDULE

A. Valves for pipe sizes NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller at service meter shall be one of
the following:
1. Two-piece, full-port, bronze ball valves with bronze trim.
2. Bronze plug valve.

B. Valves for pipe sizes NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger at service meter shall be one
of the following:

1. Two-piece, full-port, bronze ball valves with bronze trim.
2. Bronze plug valve.
3. Cast-iron, nonlubricated plug valve.

C. Distribution piping valves for pipe sizes NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller shall be one
of the following:
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1. One-piece, bronze ball valve with bronze trim.
2. Two-piece, full-port, bronze ball valves with bronze trim.
3. Bronze plug valve.

D. Distribution piping valves for pipe sizes NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger shall
be one of the following:

1. Two-piece, full-port, bronze ball valves with bronze trim.
2. Bronze plug valve.
3. Cast-iron, lubricated plug valve.

E. Valves in branch piping for single appliance shall be one of the following:

1. Two-piece, full-port, bronze ball valves with bronze trim.
2. Bronze plug valve.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 23 21 13
HYDRONIC PIPING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and
Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this
Section.

1.2 SUMMARY

A. Section includes pipe and fitting materials and joining methods for the following:

1. Glycol cooling-water piping (to be applied for generator coolant piping to
remote radiator.

2. Makeup-water piping.

3. Condensate-drain piping.

4. Blowdown-drain piping.

5. Air-vent piping.

6. Safety-valve-inlet and -outlet piping.

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of the following:

1. Chemical treatment.

B. Delegated-Design Submittal:

1. Design calculations and detailed fabrication and assembly of pipe anchors
and alignment guides, hangers and supports for multiple pipes, expansion
joints and loops, and attachments of the same to the building structure.

2. Locations of pipe anchors and alignment guides and expansion joints and
loops.

3. Locations of and details for penetrations, including sleeves and sleeve
seals for exterior walls, floors, basement, and foundation walls.
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4. Locations of and details for penetration and firestopping for fire- and
smoke-rated wall and floor and ceiling assemblies.

1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Coordination Drawings: Piping layout, drawn to scale, on which the following
items are shown and coordinated with each other, using input from installers of
the items involved:

1. Suspended ceiling components.

2. Other building services.

3. Structural members.

B. Qualification Data: For Installer.

C. Welding certificates.

D. Field quality-control reports.

E. Water Analysis: Submit a copy of the water analysis to illustrate water quality
available at Project site.

1.5 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Steel Support Welding: Qualify procedures and personnel according to
AWS D1.1/D1.1M, "Structural Welding Code - Steel."

B. Pipe Welding: Qualify procedures and operators according to ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code: Section IX.

1. Comply with ASMEB31.9, "Building Services Piping," for materials,
products, and installation.

2. Certify that each welder has passed AWS qualification tests for welding
processes involved and that certification is current.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Hydronic piping components and installation shall be capable of withstanding the
following minimum working pressure and temperature unless otherwise indicated:

1. Glycol Cooling-Water Piping: 80 psig at 260 deg F

2. Makeup-Water Piping: 80 psig at 50 deg F
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3. Condensate-Drain Piping: 60 deg F

4. Blowdown-Drain Piping: 200 deg F 260 deg F.

5. Air-Vent Piping: 260 deg F.

6. Safety-Valve-Inlet and -Outlet Piping: Equal to the pressure of the piping
system to which it is attached.

2.2 COPPER TUBE AND FITTINGS

A. Drawn-Temper Copper Tubing: ASTM B 88, Type L.

B. Annealed-Temper Copper Tubing: ASTM B 88, Type K.

C. Wrought-Copper Unions: ASME B16.22.

2.3 STEEL PIPE AND FITTINGS

A. Steel Pipe: ASTM A 53/A 53M, black steel with plain ends; welded and seamless,
Grade B, and wall thickness as indicated in "Piping Applications" Article.

B. Malleable-Iron Threaded Fittings: ASME B16.3, Classes 150 and 300 as indicated
in "Piping Applications" Article.

C. Malleable-Iron Unions: ASME B16.39; Classes 150, 250, and 300 as indicated in
"Piping Applications" Article.

D. Wrought-Steel Fittings: ASTM A 234/A 234M, wall thickness to match adjoining
pipe.

E. Wrought Cast- and Forged-Steel Flanges and Flanged Fittings: ASME B16.5,
including bolts, nuts, and gaskets of the following material group, end
connections, and facings:

1. Material Group: 1.1.

2. End Connections: Butt welding.

3. Facings: Raised face.

F. Steel Pipe Nipples: ASTM A 733, made of same materials and wall thicknesses as pipe
in which they are installed.

2.4 PLASTIC PIPE AND FITTINGS

A. CPVC Plastic Pipe: ASTM F 441/F 441M, with wall thickness as indicated in
"Piping Applications" Article.
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1. CPVC Plastic Pipe Fittings: Socket-type pipe fittings, ASTM F 438 for
Schedule 40 pipe; ASTM F 439 for Schedule 80 pipe.

B. PVC Plastic Pipe: ASTM D 1785, with wall thickness as indicated in "Piping
Applications" Article.

1. PVC Plastic Pipe Fittings: Socket-type pipe fittings, ASTM D 2466 for
Schedule 40 pipe; ASTM D 2467 for Schedule 80 pipe.

2.5 JOINING MATERIALS

A. Pipe-Flange Gasket Materials: Suitable for chemical and thermal conditions of
piping system contents.

1. ASME B16.21, nonmetallic, flat, asbestos free, 1/8-inch maximum
thickness unless otherwise indicated.

a. Full-Face Type: For flat-face, Class 125, cast-iron and cast-bronze
flanges.

b. Narrow-Face Type: For raised-face, Class 250, cast-iron and steel
flanges.

B. Flange Bolts and Nuts: ASME B18.2.1, carbon steel, unless otherwise indicated.

C. Plastic, Pipe-Flange Gasket, Bolts, and Nuts: Type and material recommended by
piping system manufacturer unless otherwise indicated.

D. Solder Filler Metals: ASTM B 32, lead-free alloys. Include water-flushable flux
according to ASTM B 813.

E. Brazing Filler Metals: AWS A5.8/A5.8M, BCuP Series, copper-phosphorus
alloys for joining copper with copper; or BAg-1, silver alloy for joining copper
with bronze or steel.

F. Welding Filler Metals: Comply with AWS D10.12M/D10.12 for welding
materials appropriate for wall thickness and chemical analysis of steel pipe being
welded.

G. Solvent Cements for Joining Plastic Piping:

1. CPVC Piping: ASTM F 493.

a. CPVC solvent cement shall have a VOC content of 490 g/L or less.

b. Adhesive primer shall have a VOC content of 550 g/L or less.
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c. Solvent cement and adhesive primer shall comply with the testing
and product requirements of the California Department of Public
Health's (formerly, the California Health Services') "Standard
Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic
Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental
Chambers."

2. PVC Piping: ASTM D 2564. Include primer according to ASTM F 656.

a. PVC solvent cement shall have a VOC content of 510 g/L or less.

b. Adhesive primer shall have a VOC content of 550 g/L or less.

c. Solvent cement and adhesive primer shall comply with the testing
and product requirements of the California Department of Public
Health's (formerly, the California Health Services') "Standard
Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic
Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental
Chambers."

H. Gasket Material: Thickness, material, and type suitable for fluid to be handled and
working temperatures and pressures.

2.6 TRANSITION FITTINGS

A. Plastic-to-Metal Transition Fittings:

1. One-piece fitting with one threaded brass or copper insert and one solvent-
cement-joint end of material and wall thickness to match plastic pipe
material.

B. Plastic-to-Metal Transition Unions:

1. Brass or copper end, solvent-cement-joint end of material and wall
thickness to match plastic pipe material, rubber gasket, and threaded
union.

2.7 DIELECTRIC FITTINGS

A. General Requirements: Assembly of copper alloy and ferrous materials with
separating nonconductive insulating material. Include end connections compatible
with pipes to be joined.

B. Dielectric Unions:

1. Description:

a. Standard: ASSE 1079.
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b. Pressure Rating: 150 psig.

c. End Connections: Solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous.

C. Dielectric Flanges:

1. Description:

a. Standard: ASSE 1079.

b. Factory-fabricated, bolted, companion-flange assembly.

c. Pressure Rating: 150 psig.

d. End Connections: Solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous;
threaded solder-joint copper alloy and threaded ferrous.

D. Dielectric-Flange Insulating Kits:

1. Description:

a. Nonconducting materials for field assembly of companion flanges.

b. Pressure Rating: 150 psig.

c. Gasket: Neoprene or phenolic.

d. Bolt Sleeves: Phenolic or polyethylene.

e. Washers: Phenolic with steel backing washers.

E. Dielectric Nipples:

1. Description:

a. Standard: IAPMO PS 66.

b. Electroplated steel nipple, complying with ASTM F 1545.

c. Pressure Rating: 300 psig at 225 deg F.

d. End Connections: Male threaded or grooved.

e. Lining: Inert and noncorrosive, propylene.

2.8 BYPASS CHEMICAL FEEDER

A. Description: Welded steel construction; 125-psig working pressure; 5-gal.
capacity; with fill funnel and inlet, outlet, and drain valves.
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1. Chemicals: Specially formulated, based on analysis of makeup water, to
prevent accumulation of scale and corrosion in piping and connected
equipment.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 PIPING APPLICATIONS

A. Glycol cooling-water piping, aboveground, NPS 2 and smaller, shall be any of the
following:

1. Type L, drawn-temper copper tubing, wrought-copper fittings, and brazed
joints.

2. Schedule 40 steel pipe; Class 150, malleable-iron fittings; cast-iron flanges
and flange fittings; and threaded joints.

B. Glycol cooling-water piping, aboveground, NPS 2-1/2 and larger, shall be any of
the following:

1. Type L, drawn-temper copper tubing, wrought-copper fittings, and brazed
joints.

2. Schedule 40 steel pipe, wrought-steel fittings and wrought-cast or forged-
steel flanges and flange fittings, and welded and flanged joints. Retain
"either of" option in first paragraph below to allow Contractor to select
piping materials from those retained.

C. Makeup-water piping installed aboveground shall be the following:

1. Type L, drawn-temper copper tubing, wrought-copper fittings, and brazed
joints.

D. Condensate-Drain Piping: Type DWV, drawn-temper copper tubing, wrought-
copper fittings, and soldered joints or Schedule 40 PVC plastic pipe and fittings
and solvent-welded joints.

E. Blowdown-Drain Piping: Same materials and joining methods as for piping
specified for the service in which blowdown drain is installed.

F. Air-Vent Piping:

1. Inlet: Same as service where installed with metal-to-plastic transition
fittings for plastic piping systems according to piping manufacturer's
written instructions.
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2. Outlet: Type K, annealed-temper copper tubing with soldered or flared
joints.

G. Safety-Valve-Inlet and -Outlet Piping for Hot-Water Piping: Same materials and joining
methods as for piping specified for the service in which safety valve is installed with
metal-to-plastic transition fittings for plastic piping systems according to piping
manufacturer's written instructions.

3.2 PIPING INSTALLATIONS

A. Drawing plans, schematics, and diagrams indicate general location and
arrangement of piping systems. Install piping as indicated unless deviations to
layout are approved on Coordination Drawings.

B. Install piping in concealed locations unless otherwise indicated and except in
equipment rooms and service areas.

C. Install piping indicated to be exposed and piping in equipment rooms and service
areas at right angles or parallel to building walls. Diagonal runs are prohibited
unless specifically indicated otherwise.

D. Install piping above accessible ceilings to allow sufficient space for ceiling panel
removal.

E. Install piping to permit valve servicing.

F. Install piping at indicated slopes.

G. Install piping free of sags and bends.

H. Install fittings for changes in direction and branch connections.

I. Install piping to allow application of insulation.

J. Select system components with pressure rating equal to or greater than system
operating pressure.

K. Install groups of pipes parallel to each other, spaced to permit applying insulation
and servicing of valves.

L. Install drains, consisting of a tee fitting, NPS 3/4 ball valve, and short NPS 3/4
threaded nipple with cap, at low points in piping system mains and elsewhere as
required for system drainage.

M. Install piping at a uniform grade of 0.2 percent upward in direction of flow.

N. Reduce pipe sizes using eccentric reducer fitting installed with level side up.
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O. Install branch connections to mains using tee fittings in main pipe, with the
branch connected to the bottom of the main pipe. For up-feed risers, connect the
branch to the top of the main pipe.

P. Install valves according to Section 23 05 23.11 "Globe Valves for HVAC Piping,"
Section 23 05 23.12 "Ball Valves for HVAC Piping," Section 23 05 23.13
"Butterfly Valves for HVAC Piping," Section 230523.14 "Check Valves for
HVAC Piping," and Section 23 05 23.15 "Gate Valves for HVAC Piping."

Q. Install unions in piping, NPS 2 and smaller, adjacent to valves, at final
connections of equipment, and elsewhere as indicated.

R. Install flanges in piping, NPS 2-1/2 and larger, at final connections of equipment
and elsewhere as indicated.

S. Install shutoff valve immediately upstream of each dielectric fitting.

T. Comply with requirements in Section 23 05 53 "Identification for HVAC Piping
and Equipment" for identifying piping.

U. Install sleeves for piping penetrations of walls, ceilings, and floors

V. Install sleeve seals for piping penetrations of concrete walls and slabs.

W. Install escutcheons for piping penetrations of walls, ceilings, and floors.
Escutcheons shall be chrome plated brass.

3.3 DIELECTRIC FITTING INSTALLATION

A. Install dielectric fittings in piping at connections of dissimilar metal piping and
tubing.

B. Dielectric Fittings for NPS 2 and Smaller: Use dielectric nipples.

C. Dielectric Fittings for NPS 2-1/2 to NPS 4: Use dielectric flange kits.

D. Dielectric Fittings for NPS 5 and Larger: Use dielectric flange kits.

3.4 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

A. Comply with requirements in Section 23 05 29 "Hangers and Supports for HVAC
Piping and Equipment" for hanger, support, and anchor devices. Comply with the
following requirements for maximum spacing of supports.

B. Install the following pipe attachments:

1. Adjustable steel clevis hangers for individual horizontal piping less than
20 feet (6 m) long.
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2. Adjustable roller hangers and spring hangers for individual horizontal
piping 20 feet (6 m) or longer.

3. Pipe Roller: MSS SP-58, Type 44 for multiple horizontal piping 20 feet
(6 m) or longer, supported on a trapeze.

4. Spring hangers to support vertical runs.

5. Provide copper-clad hangers and supports for hangers and supports in
direct contact with copper pipe.

6. On plastic pipe, install pads or cushions on bearing surfaces to prevent
hanger from scratching pipe.

C. Install hangers for steel piping with the following maximum spacing and
minimum rod sizes:

1. NPS 3/4 (DN 20): Maximum span, 7 feet (2.1 m).

2. NPS 1 (DN 25): Maximum span, 7 feet (2.1 m).

3. NPS 1-1/2 (DN 40): Maximum span, 9 feet (2.7 m).

4. NPS 2 (DN 50): Maximum span, 10 feet (3 m).

5. NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65): Maximum span, 11 feet (3.4 m).

6. NPS 3 (DN 80) and Larger: Maximum span, 12 feet (3.7 m).

D. Install hangers for drawn-temper copper piping with the following maximum
spacing and minimum rod sizes:

1. NPS 3/4 (DN 20): Maximum span, 5 feet (1.5 m); minimum rod size, 1/4
inch (6.4 mm).

2. NPS 1 (DN 25): Maximum span, 6 feet (1.8 m); minimum rod size, 1/4
inch (6.4 mm).

3. NPS 1-1/4 ((DN 32):)Maximum span, 7 feet (2.1 m); minimum rod size,
3/8 inch (10 mm).

4. NPS 1-1/2 (DN 40): Maximum span, 8 feet (2.4 m); minimum rod size,
3/8 inch (10 mm).

5. NPS 2 (DN 50): Maximum span, 8 feet (2.4 m); minimum rod size, 3/8
inch (10 mm).
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6. NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65): Maximum span, 9 feet (2.7 m); minimum rod size,
3/8 inch (10 mm).

7. NPS 3 (DN 80) and Larger: Maximum span, 10 feet (3 m); minimum rod
size, 3/8 inch (10 mm).

E. Plastic Piping Hanger Spacing: Space hangers according to pipe manufacturer's
written instructions for service conditions. Avoid point loading. Space and install
hangers with the fewest practical rigid anchor points.

F. Support vertical runs at roof, at each floor, and at 10-foot intervals between floors.

3.5 PIPE JOINT CONSTRUCTION

A. Ream ends of pipes and tubes and remove burrs. Bevel plain ends of steel pipe.

B. Remove scale, slag, dirt, and debris from inside and outside of pipe and fittings
before assembly.

C. Soldered Joints: Apply ASTM B 813, water-flushable flux, unless otherwise
indicated, to tube end. Construct joints according to ASTM B 828 or CDA's
"Copper Tube Handbook," using lead-free solder alloy complying with
ASTM B 32.

D. Brazed Joints: Construct joints according to AWS's "Brazing Handbook," "Pipe
and Tube" Chapter, using copper-phosphorus brazing filler metal complying with
AWS A5.8/A5.8M.

E. Threaded Joints: Thread pipe with tapered pipe threads according to
ASME Bl.20.1. Cut threads full and clean using sharp dies. Ream threaded pipe
ends to remove burrs and restore full ID. Join pipe fittings and valves as follows:

1. Apply appropriate tape or thread compound to external pipe threads unless
dry seal threading is specified.

2. Damaged Threads: Do not use pipe or pipe fittings with threads that are
corroded or damaged. Do not use pipe sections that have cracked or open
welds.

F. Welded Joints: Construct joints according to AWS D10.12M/D10.12, using
qualified processes and welding operators according to "Quality Assurance"
Article.

G. Flanged Joints: Select appropriate gasket material, size, type, and thickness for
service application. Install gasket concentrically positioned. Use suitable
lubricants on bolt threads.
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H. Plastic Piping Solvent-Cemented Joints: Clean and dry joining surfaces. Join pipe
and fittings according to the following:

1. Comply with ASTM F 402 for safe-handling practice of cleaners, primers,
and solvent cements.

2. PVC Pressure Piping: Join ASTM D 1785 schedule number, PVC pipe
and PVC socket fittings according to ASTM D 2672. Join other-than-
schedule number PVC pipe and socket fittings according to
ASTM D 2855.

3. PVC Nonpressure Piping: Join according to ASTM D 2855.

3.6 TERMINAL EQUIPMENT CONNECTIONS

A. Sizes for supply and return piping connections shall be the same as or larger than
equipment connections.

B. Install control valves in accessible locations close to connected equipment.

C. Install bypass piping with globe valve around control valve. If parallel control
valves are installed, only one bypass is required.

D. Install ports for pressure gages and thermometers at coil inlet and outlet
connections. Comply with requirements in Section 23 05 19 "Meters and Gages
for HVAC Piping."

3.7 CHEMICAL TREATMENT

A. Perform an analysis of makeup water to determine type and quantities of chemical
treatment needed to keep system free of scale, corrosion, and fouling, and to sustain the
following water characteristics:

1. pH: 9.0 to 10.5.

2. "P" Alkalinity: 100 to 500 ppm.

3. Boron: 100 to 200 ppm.

4. Corrosion Inhibitor:

5. Molybdate: 200 to 300 ppm.

6. Soluble Copper: Maximum of 0.20 ppm.

7. Tolyiriazole Copper and Yellow Metal Corrosion Inhibitor: Minimum of
10 ppm.
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8. Total Suspended Solids: Maximum of 10 ppm.

9. Ammonia: Maximum of 20 ppm.

10. Free Caustic Alkalinity: Maximum of 20 ppm.

11. Microbiological Limits:

a. Total Aerobic Plate Count: Maximum of 1000 organisms/mL.

b. Total Anaerobic Plate Count: Maximum of 100 organisms/mL.

c. Nitrate Reducers: 100 organisms/mL.

d. Sulfate Reducers: Maximum of zero organisms/mL.

e. Iron Bacteria: Maximum of zero organisms/mL.

B. Install bypass chemical feeders in each hydronic system where indicated.

1. Install in upright position with top of funnel not more than 48 inches
above the floor.

2. Install feeder in minimum NPS 3/4 (DN 20) bypass line, from main with
full-size, full-port, ball valve in the main between bypass connections.

3. Install NPS 3/4 (DN 20) pipe from chemical feeder drain to nearest
equipment drain and include a full-size, full-port, ball valve.

C. Fill system with fresh water and add liquid alkaline compound with emulsifying
agents and detergents to remove grease and petroleum products from piping.
Circulate solution for a minimum of 24 hours, drain, clean strainer screens, and
refill with fresh water.

D. Add initial chemical treatment and maintain water quality in ranges noted above
for the first year of operation.

E. Fill systems that have antifreeze or glycol solutions with the following
concentrations:

1. Glycol Cooling-Water Piping: Minimum of 50 percent ethylene glycol.

3.8 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Prepare hydronic piping according to ASME B31.9 and as follows:

1. Leave joints, including welds, uninsulated and exposed for examination
during test.
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2. Provide temporary restraints for expansion joints that cannot sustain
reactions due to test pressure. If temporary restraints are impractical,
isolate expansion joints from testing.

3. Flush hydronic piping systems with clean water; then remove and clean or
replace strainer screens.

4. Isolate equipment from piping. If a valve is used to isolate equipment, its
closure shall be capable of sealing against test pressure without damage to
valve. Install blinds in flanged joints to isolate equipment.

5. Install safety valve, set at a pressure no more than one-third higher than
test pressure, to protect against damage by expanding liquid or other
source of overpressure during test.

B. Perform the following tests on hydronic piping:

1. Use ambient temperature water as a testing medium unless there is risk of
damage due to freezing. Another liquid that is safe for workers and
compatible with piping may be used.

2. While filling system, use vents installed at high points of system to release
air. Use drains installed at low points for complete draining of test liquid.

3. Isolate expansion tanks and determine that hydronic system is full of
water.

4. Subject piping system to hydrostatic test pressure that is not less than 1.5
times the system's working pressure. Test pressure shall not exceed
maximum pressure for any vessel, pump, valve, or other component in
system under test. Verify that stress due to pressure at bottom of vertical
runs does not exceed 90 percent of specified minimum yield strength or
1.7 times the "SE" value in Appendix A in ASME B31.9, "Building
Services Piping."

5. After hydrostatic test pressure has been applied for at least 10 minutes,
examine piping, joints, and connections for leakage. Eliminate leaks by
tightening, repairing, or replacing components and repeat hydrostatic test
until there are no leaks.

6. Prepare written report of testing.
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C. Perform the following before operating the system:

1. Open manual valves fully.

2. Inspect pumps for proper rotation.

3. Set makeup pressure-reducing valves for required system pressure.

4. Inspect air vents at high points of system and determine if all are installed
and operating freely (automatic type), or bleed air completely (manual
type).

5. Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow.

6. Inspect and set operating temperatures of hydronic equipment to specified
values.

7. Verify lubrication of motors and bearings.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 23 21 16
HYDRONIC PIPING SPECIALTIES

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and
Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this
Section.

1.2 SUMMARY

A. Section includes special-duty valves and specialties for the following:

1. Generator Coolant piping.

2. Makeup-water piping.

3. Condensate-drain piping.

4. Air-vent piping.

5. Safety-valve-inlet and -outlet piping.

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of the following:

1. Valves: Include flow and pressure drop curves based on manufacturer's
testing for calibrated-orifice balancing valves and automatic flow-control
valves.

2. Air-control devices.

3. Hydronic specialties.

1.4 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Operation and Maintenance Data: For air-control devices, hydronic specialties,
and special-duty valves to include in emergency, operation, and maintenance
manuals.

1.5 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS

A. Differential Pressure Meter: For each type of balancing valve and automatic flow
control valve, include flowmeter, probes, hoses, flow charts, and carrying case.
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1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Pipe Welding: Qualify procedures and operators according to ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code: Section IX.

1. Safety valves and pressure vessels shall bear the appropriate ASME label.
Fabricate and stamp air separators and expansion tanks to comply with
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code: Section VIII, Division 1.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Hydronic piping components and installation shall be capable of withstanding the
following minimum working pressure and temperature unless otherwise indicated:

1. Generator Coolant Piping: 125 psig (kPa) at 250 deg F.

2. Makeup-Water Piping: 80 psig (552 kPa) at 150 deg F.

3. Condensate-Drain Piping: 150 deg F.

4. Blowdown-Drain Piping: 250 deg F.

5. Air-Vent Piping: 250 deg F.

6. Safety-Valve-Inlet and -Outlet Piping: Equal to the pressure of the piping
system to which it is attached.

2.2 VALVES

A. Gate, Globe, Ball, and Butterfly Valves: Comply with requirements specified in
Section 23 05 23.11 "Globe Valves for HVAC Piping," Section
23 05 23.12 "Ball Valves for HVAC Piping," Section 23 05 23.13 "Butterfly
Valves for HVAC Piping, and Section 23 05 23.15 "Gate Valves for HVAC
Piping."

B. Bronze, Calibrated-Orifice, Balancing Valves:

1. Body: Bronze, ball or plug type with calibrated orifice or venturi.

2. Ball: Brass or stainless steel.

3. Plug: Resin.

4. Seat: PTFE.

5. End Connections: Threaded or socket.
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6. Pressure Gage Connections: Integral seals for portable differential
pressure meter.

7. Handle Style: Lever, with memory stop to retain set position.

8. CWP Rating: Minimum 125 psig (860 kPa).

9. Maximum Operating Temperature: 250 deg F (121 deg C).

C. Cast-Iron or Steel, Calibrated-Orifice, Balancing Valves:

1. Body: Cast-iron or steel body, ball, plug, or globe pattern with calibrated
orifice or venturi.

2. Ball: Brass or stainless steel.

3. Stem Seals: EPDM O-rings.

4. Disc: Glass and carbon-filled PTFE.

5. Seat: PTFE.

6. End Connections: Flanged or grooved.

7. Pressure Gage Connections: Integral seals for portable differential
pressure meter.

8. Handle Style: Lever, with memory stop to retain set position.

9. CWP Rating: Minimum 125 psig (860 kPa).

10. Maximum Operating Temperature: 250 deg F (121 deg C).

D. Diaphragm-Operated Safety Valves: ASME labeled.

1. Body: Bronze orbrass.

2. Disc: Glass and carbon-filled PTFE.

3. Seat: Brass.

4. Stem Seals: EPDM O-rings.

5. Diaphragm: EPT.

6. Wetted, Internal Work Parts: Brass and rubber.

7. Valve Seat and Stem: Noncorrosive.
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8. Valve Size, Capacity, and Operating Pressure: Comply with ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code: Section IV, and selected to suit system in
which installed, with operating pressure and capacity factory set and field
adjustable.

2.3 AIR-CONTROL DEVICES

A. Manual Air Vents:

1. Body: Bronze.

2. Internal Parts: Nonferrous.

3. Operator: Screwdriver or thumbscrew.

4. Inlet Connection: NPS 1/2 (DN 15).

5. Discharge Connection: NPS 1/8 (DN 6).

6. CWP Rating: 150 psig (1035 kPa).

7. Maximum Operating Temperature: 225 deg F (107 deg C).

B. Automatic Air Vents:

1. Body: Bronze or cast iron.

2. Internal Parts: Nonferrous.

3. Operator: Noncorrosive metal float.

4. Inlet Connection: NPS 1/2 (DN 15).

5. Discharge Connection: NPS 1/4 (DN 8).

6. CWP Rating: 150 psig (1035 kPa).

7. Maximum Operating Temperature: 240 deg F (116 deg C).

C. Expansion Tanks:

1. Tank: Welded steel, rated for 125-psig (860-kPa) working pressure and
375 deg F (191 deg C) maximum operating temperature, with taps in
bottom of tank for tank fitting and taps in end of tank for gage glass.
Tanks shall be factory tested after taps are fabricated and shall be labeled
according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code: Section VIII,
Division 1.
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2. Air-Control Tank Fitting: Cast-iron body, copper-plated tube, brass vent
tube plug, and stainless-steel ball check, 100-gal. (379-L) unit only; sized
for compression-tank diameter. Provide tank fittings for 125-psig (860-
kPa) working pressure and 250 deg F (121 deg C) maximum operating
temperature.

3. Tank Drain Fitting: Brass body, nonferrous internal parts; 125-psig (860-
kPa) working pressure and 240 deg F (116 deg C) maximum operating
temperature; constructed to admit air to compression tank, drain water,
and close off system.

4. Gage Glass: Full height with dual manual shutoff valves, 3/4-inch- (20-
mm-) diameter gage glass, and slotted-metal glass guard.

D. Tangential-Type Air Separators:

1. Tank: Welded steel; ASME constructed and labeled for 125-psig (860-
kPa) minimum working pressure and 375 deg F (191 deg C) maximum
operating temperature.

2. Air Collector Tube: Perforated stainless steel, constructed to direct
released air into expansion tank.

3. Tangential Inlet and Outlet Connections: Threaded for NPS 2 (DN 50) and
smaller; flanged connections for NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.

4. Blowdown Connection: Threaded.

5. Size: Match system flow capacity.

E. Air Purgers:

1. Body: Cast iron with internal baffles that slow the water velocity to
separate the air from solution and divert it to the vent for quick removal.

2. Maximum Working Pressure: 150 psig (1035 kPa).

3. Maximum Operating Temperature: 250 deg F (121 deg C).

2.4 HYDRONIC PIPING SPECIALTIES

A. Y-Pattern Strainers:

1. Body: ASTM A 126, Class B, cast iron with bolted cover and bottom
drain connection.

2. End Connections: Threaded ends for NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller; flanged
ends for NPS 2-1/2 (DN 65) and larger.
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3. Strainer Screen: Stainless-steel, 40-mesh strainer, or perforated stainless-
steel basket.

4. CWP Rating: 125 psig (860 kPa).

B. Stainless-Steel Bellow, Flexible Connectors:

1. Body: Stainless-steel bellows with woven, flexible, bronze, wire-
reinforcing protective jacket.

2. End Connections: Threaded or flanged to match equipment connected.

3. Performance: Capable of 3/4-inch (20-mm) misalignment.

4. CWP Rating: 150 psig (1035 kPa).

5. Maximum Operating Temperature: 250 deg F (121 deg C).

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 VALVE APPLICATIONS

A. Install shutoff-duty valves at each branch connection to supply mains and at
supply connection to each piece of equipment.

B. Install check valves at each pump discharge and elsewhere as required to control
flow direction.

C. Install safety valves at hot-water generators and elsewhere as required by ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Install drip-pan elbow on safety-valve outlet
and pipe without valves to the outdoors; pipe drain to nearest floor drain or as
indicated on Drawings. Comply with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code:
Section VIII, Division 1, for installation requirements.

D. Install pressure-reducing valves at makeup-water connection to regulate system
fill pressure.

3.2 HYDRONIC SPECIALTIES INSTALLATION

A. Install automatic air vents at high points of system piping in mechanical
equipment rooms only. Install manual vents at heat-transfer coils and elsewhere as
required for air venting.

B. Install piping from boiler air outlet, air separator, or air purger to expansion tank
with a 2 percent upward slope toward tank.

C. Install tangential air separator in pump suction. Install blowdown piping with gate
or full-port ball valve; extend full size to nearest floor drain.
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D. Install expansion tanks on the floor. Vent and purge air from hydronic system,
and ensure that tank is properly charged with air to suit system Project
requirements.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 23 23 00
REFRIGERANT PIPING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and
Supplementary Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this
Section.

1.2 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes:

1. Refrigerant pipes and fittings.
2. Refrigerant piping valves and specialties.
3. Refrigerants.

1.3 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of valve and refrigerant piping specialty.

1. Include pressure drop, based on manufacturer's test data, for the following:

a. Thermostatic expansion valves.
b. Solenoid valves.
c. Hot-gas bypass valves.
d. Filter dryers.
e. Strainers.
f. Pressure-regulating valves.

B. Shop Drawings:

1. Show layout of refrigerant piping and specialties, including pipe, tube, and
fitting sizes; flow capacities; valve arrangements and locations; slopes of
horizontal runs; oil traps; double risers; wall and floor penetrations; and
equipment connection details.

2. Show piping size and piping layout, including oil traps, double risers,
specialties, and pipe and tube sizes to accommodate, as a minimum,
equipment provided, elevation difference between compressor and
evaporator, and length of piping to ensure proper operation and
compliance with warranties of connected equipment.

3. Show interface and spatial relationships between piping and equipment.
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4. Shop Drawing Scale: 1/4 inch equals 1 foot (1:50).

1.4 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Welding certificates.

B. Field quality-control reports.

1.5 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Operation and Maintenance Data: For refrigerant valves and piping specialties to
include in maintenance manuals.

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and personnel according to 2010
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code: Section IX, "Welding and Brazing
Qualifications."

B. Comply with ASHRAE 15, "Safety Code for Refrigeration Systems."

C. Comply with ASME B31.5, "Refrigeration Piping and Heat Transfer
Components."

1.7 PRODUCT STORAGE AND HANDLING

A. Store piping with end caps in place to ensure that piping interior and exterior are
clean when installed.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Line Test Pressure for Refrigerant R-134a:

1. Suction Lines for Air-Conditioning Applications: 115 psig (793 kPa).
2. Suction Lines for Heat-Pump Applications: 225 psig (1551 kPa).
3. Hot-Gas and Liquid Lines: 225 psig (1551 kPa).

B. Line Test Pressure for Refrigerant R-407C:

1. Suction Lines for Air-Conditioning Applications: 230 psig (1586 kPa).
2. Suction Lines for Heat-Pump Applications: 380 psig (2620 kPa).
3. Hot-Gas and Liquid Lines: 380 psig (2620 kPa).

C. Line Test Pressure for Refrigerant R-410A:
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